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with our QuanTec boilers!

Choose a
QuanTec boiler
& save a massive

£100
Johnson & Starley QuanTec boilers
are the best of British. We design them
with reliability, performance, efficiency
and long term value for money in mind.

TO FIND OUT MORE:
8 YEAR
GUARANTEE

01604 762881
johnsonandstarley.co.uk

GO THE DISTANCE WITH QUANTEC
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Our case study (on page 22) is a fairly extraordinary black-painted house
sitting on a Cornish clifftop, which may not look conventional but gains
amazing views of its scenic surroundings thanks to some big windows.
It’s an example of what self-builders can do if they have an unrestrained
sense of fun combined with a fairly hefty budget. You have to admit that
providing one of your kids with a Narnia-style wardrobe with fake fur
coats that actually leads into another room is pretty cool!
The contrast with the extension to a Victorian dwelling which is the subject of our Secrets of
Success (page 29) is quite dramatic on the surface, with this being a typical constrained urban site.
However the key design aspiration, of bringing as much light in as possible, was similar for both
projects. Beri and Julie Cheetham’s story shows how successful refurbishment often comes from a
combination of choosing the right architect and using your initiative to preserve attractive aspects
of the existing building – and help a modern addition settle in. We hope you enjoy the issue!
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The Big Green Home Show takes place at the
National Self Build & Renovation Centre. The
show is designed for visitors to gain inspiration
and knowledge for their project, be it a new
build, major renovation or even just an
extension. Over 200 exhibitors will feature at
the show, as well as live demonstrations,
guided tours and expert advice.
www.nsbrc.co.uk/the-big-green-home-show

CORNWALL HOME IMPROVEMENT
& SELF BUILD SHOW
7 - 8 OCTOBER, WADEBRIDGE
The Cornwall Home Improvement & Self Build
Show brings together over 100 of the region’s
home products and services. The event hosts
an array of exhibitors and an extensive seminar
programme covers everything from ICF and
renewable heating to solar PV and tips on how
to save space.
www.cornwallselfbuildshow.co.uk

PROJECT MANAGEMENT COURSE
14 OCTOBER, SWINDON
The NSBRC’s project management course
covers everything first-time self-builders need
to know about ‘taking charge on their project –
from budgeting and insurance’ to health and
safety and snagging. The one day course costs
£150 per person and can be booked via the
NSBRC website.
www.nsbrc.co.uk/project-management-course
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INDUSTRY NEWS

DCLG clarifies definition of self-build
for planning
The Department for Communities and Local Government
(DCLG) has updated its planning practice guidance in order
to provide clearer definitions of what self-build as well as
custom-build means.
The updated guidance also explains more clearly how
many serviced plots of land should be provided, what
qualifies a site as a serviced plot and introduces criteria for
exemption from the requirement to meet demand.
The DCLG’s updated guidance advises authorities that
when deciding whether a build qualifies as a self- or custombuild, they “must be satisfied that the initial owner of the
home will have primary input into its final design and
© Potton
layout.” It doesn’t, however, define what the difference
between a self-build and custom-build is.
The duty on local authorities to “grant planning permission” under the Self-build and Custom Housebuilding Act 2015
(as amended by the Housing and Planning Act 2016) has also been further explained within the guidance: “Relevant
authorities must give suitable development permission to enough suitable serviced plots of land to meet the demand for
self-build and custom housebuilding in their area.”
A serviced plot of land is deemed to be “land that either has access to a public highway and has connections for
electricity, water and waste water, or, in the opinion of a relevant authority, can be provided with access to those things”.
However, despite the clearer definitions, the updated guidance also sees the inclusion of elements that could
potentially see local authorities providing fewer plots.
Authorities are now able to split their registers into two parts, should they choose to set a “local connection test”. A
person qualifies as having a local connection through either “residency, employment, family connections or special
circumstances”. Those who meet all eligibility will be entered on Part 1, while those who meet all eligibility except for a
local connection test will be entered on Part 2. Only the entries on Part 1 must be granted planning permission – Part 2
entries “do not count towards demand for the purpose of the 2015 Act”, although authorities are still required to consider
them. The guidance also specifies that authorities should only apply for a local connection test “where they have strong
justification for doing so.”
Relevant authorities are also now able to apply for complete exemption from their “duty” to grant planning permission.
They can do this when “the demand for self-build and custom housebuilding is greater than 20 per cent of the land
identified by that relevant authority as being available for future housing.”
Right to Build was introduced last year and means local authorities are obligated to maintain a register of people
interested in building their own home and provide sufficient serviced plots within three years. NaCSBA reported at the
time that over 18,000 individuals had signed up to local registers, demonstrating the demand and enthusiasm for selfbuild in the UK.

RIGHT TO BUILD TASK FORCE ANNOUNCES DEPUTY AMBASSADORS
The National Custom and Self Build Association (NaCSBA)’s Task Force has announced the three latest recruits who will be
joining the association’s team of ‘ambassadors’ to help boost and integrate self- and custom-build housing across the UK.
NaCSBA’s founder Ted Stevens OBE, along with councillors Jeremy Christophers and Barry Wood (of Teignbridge and
Cherwell respectively) will be joining the team to support Richard Bacon MP in championing the work of the Task Force at a
political and community level.
The announcement was made during a visit to see Graven Hill at Bicester – the UK’s largest custom-build housing
development to date. The scheme is council-led and will comprise up to 1,900 homes.
Ted Stevens was award an OBE in 2014 for his work in developing the self-build sector. He has international experience in
both custom- and self-build housing as well as strong contacts within Government, the wider housing industry and the media.
Stevens, himself a self-builder, will be leading the Task Force’s engagement with the community-led housing sector.
Jeremy Christophers is leader of Teignbridge District Council in Devon, one of the Government’s Right to Build ‘vanguard’
authorities as announced in 2014. Christophers is no stranger to self-building after successfully developing his own home. He
has long championed this form of housing in Teignbridge. Barry Wood is leader of Cherwell District Council, another Right to
Build ‘vanguard’. Wood has been instrumental in initiating the project at Graven Hill.
Regarding the new appointments, Mario Wolf, the Task Force’s recently-appointed director, said: “Lessons from projects in
other parts of Europe have shown that for custom- and self-build housing developments to be successful at scale, various
things are crucial: political support, strong leadership, a clear vision and a willingness to adopt new approaches to housing
delivery. In Jeremy, Barry and Ted we have an excellent trio of leaders to champion our work.”
september/october 2017
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INDUSTRY NEWS

Architect of simple selfbuilds Segal celebrated
The life of architect and self-build pioneer Walter Segal and, in particular, one of
his most renowned pieces of work, were celebrated at a panel discussion held
to coincide with the launch of a new book.
Walters Way & Segal Close, written by journalist Alice Grahame and
photographer Taran Wilkhu, tells the story of how Segal’s self-build community
in Lewisham, London, came to be. Having built a temporary house in his garden
for his family to live in while they renovated their home, Segal was
commissioned to designed more such buildings.
The ‘Little House in the Garden’, as it became known, was constructed with
basic cladding materials and paving slabs as foundations, cost less than £900 to
build and took less than two weeks to complete.
The pioneering Lewisham development comprises 20 timber-frame homes
built with the same paving slab foundations and a timber frame. They were
simplistically designed so they could be easily constructed in a do-it-yourself
manner by the residents themselves.
The panel included Grahame and Wilkhu along with architect Jon Broome,
Segal biographer John McKean, TV presenter and designer Tom Dyckhoff, Rural © Taran Wilkhu
Urban Synthesis Society (RUSS) founder Kareem Dayes and self-builder of Segal
homes Pauline Kennedy.
This type of build method, and self-build as a whole, was cited at the event as having the potential to go some way
towards solving the current housing crisis. “There have to be some changes,” Kennedy commented. “It’s an absolutely
crucial time for people to get the movement going for self-build again and for empowering young people to provide
places for themselves.”
Dayes’ RUSS is currently working towards launching a similar community-led scheme, inspired by Segal’s work. However,
as Broome commented, “getting the necessary political and financial support behind it is not easy.” RUSS is currently
running a crowdfunding campaign in order to raise the money to support its proposed scheme.

Plots available
for custom-build
development in
Perth & Kinross
Plots are now for sale in a new custombuild development in Perth & Kinross,
Scotland, which will give potential
custom-builders the opportunity to
build executive styled homes in a
private countryside location.
The Castle Hill View development is
the first of three to be announced by
developer Custom Build Homes – a
division of BuildStore – in the second
half of the year. It will comprise
four serviced plots with detailed
planning permission to build a home
with garages.
A professional team will support
the custom-builders, including
development architect Matthew
and Charles Stewart of Scottish
housebuilder SIPS Industries.
Custom-builders will have a say on a
range of things – from a choice of
materials to the internal layout.
september/october 2017

MATERIALS PRICES SOARING, SAYS FMB
A third of small building firms say that soaring material
prices are squeezing their margins and almost a quarter
have had to pass these price increases onto consumers,
according to the latest research by the Federation of
Master Builders (FMB).
Construction SMEs have reported a range of material
price increases since the depreciation of sterling
following the EU referendum in June last year. Small
building firms were asked which materials have increased
the most and the results, in descending order, were as
follows: timber, insulation, bricks, blocks, windows, plasterboard/slate (joint), boilers
and radiators, and finally, porcelain products.
The impact of these material price increases include:
• 85 per cent of builders think materials price rises could drive consumers to hire
rogue traders in an effort to save money on their building projects;
• one third of construction SMEs have had their margins squeezed;
• almost one quarter have been forced to pass material price increases onto their
clients, making projects more expensive for consumers;
• more than one in 10 builders report making losses on their building projects.
Brian Berry, chief executive of the FMB said: “Material price increases have left
builders under severe pressure. This research shows that following the fall in the
exchange rate, everything from insulation to windows to bricks and blocks are
soaring in price.”
He commented on the effect on consumers: “Material price spikes aren’t just a
problem for builders – they’re also a problem for the home owner, with almost one
quarter of builders saying that they have had to pass on price increases to their
clients. This means that building projects now cost significantly more than they did
this time last year. What with stagnant wages and price inflation across the
economy, consumers are feeling the pinch.”
www.sbhonline.co.uk
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LEVATO MONO
porcelain paver system
The Levato Mono porcelain paver system is the pinnacle of external raised flooring
technology; enabling the specification of lightweight, slip resistant and attractive raised
flooring solutions, combining incredible technical properties with uncompromising
aesthetics; making them the ideal choice for commercial and domestic use alike.

20mm porcelain pavers 40x80 45x90 60x60
75x75 30x120 40x120 60x120
‘Floating floor’ – installation over
single ply membranes
Eternal product - zero maintenance required
– offering massive over-life savings

Highly abrasion and stain resistant
Highly slip resistant ; R11 and achieved
up to +65 wet in the BS pendulum test
Lightweight – 45kgs per m2
High load bearing and impact resistance
Timber & stone effects; 40+ finishes available

www.thedecktileco.co.uk
t: 0845 2700 696

e: info@thedecktileco.co.uk

Completely non porous
Ideal for balconies, roof terraces and piazzas,
for both commercial and residential use
Fire & frost proof
Height-adjustable supports
from 9mm up to 550mm
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INDUSTRY COMMENT & NEWS

A quality double act: roof windows and blinds
TV’s Charlie Luxton discusses the reasons why so many self-builders opt for roof
windows, and why blinds play an important role in the overall finish
Daylight is one of the holy grails of modern living. Bright, well-lit spaces have clear health
and well-being benefits. In short they make us feel good, and unsurprisingly this is
something we want from our homes.
In this quest for light, roof windows are an especially powerful tool because they provide
twice the amount of daylight compared to a similarly sized vertical window.
When that sun is shining – or even if it is just a fairly bright day – not only does the
daylight makes us feel good, it also provides a free source of heating. As sunlight passes
through glass it creates warmth, called solar gain. You can really feel this in a freezing cold
conservatory or greenhouse on a cloudy winter day that then becomes lovely and warm if
the sun comes out.
Increasingly solar gain is being utilised as a source of heating in buildings. In fact, when
I’m designing houses with triple glazing and huge amounts of insulation, combined with a
bit of solar gain, keeping warm is not something that is at the forefront of my mind. The
house will stay warm with almost no heating all year.
What I need to focus on is the potential for overheating, because while modern buildings need very little heat we still want
lots of daylight. This is OK for most of the year, but a juggling act starts in summer when you have to try and balance these
things without cooking the occupants!
It’s not just overheating that is a potential issue when you have lots of daylight; glare can be an unwanted by-product too.
While undoubtably a ‘first world problem,’ squinting at a laptop or phone is unpleasant or not what you want when you are
lounging around your beautiful new extension or home. Unless you‘re up for wearing sunglasses inside you’ll need to control
glare on sunny days.
It is not without irony that, having spent a whole lot of effort getting daylight into a home you need to expend more
controlling it! However if you consider how the weather, and therefore available solar energy, varies day to day let alone
through the year, it makes sense that a building must be able to adapt.
Blinds are without doubt one of the best ways to achieve this optimisation for both solar gain and glare, enabling the
‘Goldilocks’ factor where just the right internal temperature and light levels are maintained while using as little energy as possible.
While the two issues of glare and overheating are interlinked, controlling them really requires two separate roof window
blinds solutions. Internal blinds to control glare and external awning blinds to control solar gain.
Internal mesh blinds, either manually operated or motor controlled, take out just enough light to allow for comfort on a
bright day but can be retracted on a dull day to boost light levels, and make you smile!
For solar gain it is best to have an awning or roof blinds on the outside of the roof window. Once light has got through glass
and into a building internal roof blinds only reflect about 10-20 per cent of the light/heat back out. Externally mounted blinds
stop the solar gain entering the building altogether. These should be electrically controlled and preferably attached to a
thermostat so that if the building starts heating up while you are out, the roof blinds will automatically lower and keep your
house nice and cool. You can also set roof blinds on timers so that in the summer they are down while you’re at work but have
opened for your return to a bright welcoming home.
It can seem too complicated and too much hassle when you’re in the thick of a build project to think about these issues. But
an element of control over your roof windows using blinds can be the key to a more comfortable energy efficient home.

COVER STORY:
BLENDING THE OLD WITH THE NEW
Sat on a hillside near Penzance, the owners of
The Grange – a family home – required an
extension to add to their existing space but
which would also incorporate a twist of
contemporary living.
The brief was to construct a multi-level clear
structure that opened up onto the landscaped
hillside which forms the family garden. Achieving
this using a large seamless opening was “a
challenge that had to be overcome”. A corneropening frameless structure plus innovative glass
was needed to achieve the client’s dream.
Glasspace (designers and structural engineers)
created a cantilevered glass corner solution
incorporating Infiniti Fineline sliding doors.
september/october 2017
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ASK THE EXPERT

Pump it up
Max Halliwell of Mitsubishi Electric answers your
questions on air source heat pumps and explains
their particular benefits for self-builders

WHAT IS SO GOOD ABOUT AIR
SOURCE HEAT PUMPS VERSUS
TRADITIONAL HEATING OPTIONS
FOR SELF-BUILDERS?

building that self-builders need to
achieve, which in turn allows the
heating to run at lower temperatures,
keeping running costs down and
comfort levels high.

The future of heating is renewable in
the UK as shown by the Government’s
recent re-commitment to the
Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI), which
saw a 33 per cent increase in the rates
for air source heat pumps.
Because of this, self-builders installing
an air source heat pump into their
projects are eligible for 10.18 pence for
every kWh of renewable heating their
system produces, with up to seven years
of payments from the Government.
If they also include a Metering &
Monitoring System Package (MMSP),
they can also receive an additional
£1,609 over the course of the RHI.
Heat pumps are also more suited to
the modern levels of insulation and

HOW HAVE PUMPS IMPROVED
OVER THE YEARS, DIDN'T THEY
USED TO BE BULKY AND NOISY?
While we can’t speak for all heat pump
manufacturers, our Ecodan range has
been refined and improved since we
launched it in the UK nearly 10 years
ago. Today’s systems include advanced,
inverter-driven technology which
maximises efficiency levels to match the
heating and hot water requirements.
Heat pumps are now designed to be
quieter, with some models being
endorsed by the Noise Abatement
Society and achieving Quiet Mark
accreditation. They can also include the
latest smart controls that allow
homeowners to control and monitor their
heating from anywhere in the world.

ARE THEY SIMPLE TO USE?
Modern air source heat pumps couldn’t
be easier to operate. Whether this is
from the optional wireless room
controller or via an app, the heating and
hot water can be programmed to
automate your heating depending on
the external weather, or remotely, for
example from the airport, if you’ve
forgotten to switch to ‘holiday mode’.

september/october 2017

continuous running. This means that
your home stays warm all year round,
regardless of the outside temperature.
While this will need slightly more
electricity in the colder months, the
seasonal efficiency (SCOP) throughout
the year will average out at 3.5 or more,
meaning you get 2.5 or more ‘free’
heating energy from the outdoor air for
every kilowatt of electricity you use.
Not only is this eligible for quarterly
payments from the Renewable Heat
Incentive, it contrasts sharply with the
efficiency levels of gas and oil, which
can never achieve better than 1.0.

HOW CAN SMART CONTROLS HELP
ENSURE YOU'RE GETTING THE BEST
OUT OF YOUR AIR SOURCE HEAT
PUMP ONCE INSTALLED?
I’ve personally had an air source heat
pump fitted to my 1950s semi (pictured
below left) for the past six years and one
of the things I love most is being able to
see exactly how my system is
performing on my smartphone.
Not only can I switch on the water or
heating from afar, if I need to, I can
also change the schedule depending
on the weather to always make sure
that my home is warm and cosy when I
get home.

ARE THERE ANY LIMITATIONS ON
EFFECTIVENESS FOR UK SELFBUILD PROPERTIES?
As a company we have examples of air
source heat pumps being installed in all
types of buildings, from 300-year-old
cottages, restored Victorian brick
buildings, right through to modern,
self-build projects or refurbished
buildings like my own house.
They can therefore be seen as ideal
for just about any project, and the main
consideration would be at the design
stage to make sure that your heat
pump is configured correctly to suit
whatever heat transmitter you want to
use, whether that is underfloor heating,
traditional radiators, or a combination
of both.

HOW MUCH ELECTRICITY DO THEY
TEND TO USE IN COLD WEATHER?

WHAT ARE COMMON PITFALLS
THAT SELF-BUILDERS CAN FALL
INTO WHEN CHOOSING AIR
SOURCE HEAT PUMPS?

Air source heat pumps operate most
efficiently at lower flow temperatures
than gas and oil and are best suited to

An air source heat pump will need to be
installed outside, so a unit’s sound levels
of the unit are clearly an important
www.sbhonline.co.uk
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ASK THE EXPERT
consideration. While this isn’t an issue for
most self-build projects, it is worth
looking at the sound levels from different
manufacturers and also thinking about
where you site the outdoor unit if you are
building near to neighbours or windows.
It’s worth looking at the Quiet Mark
website or asking the manufacturer
what their noise levels are.

HOW DO YOU GO ABOUT
SECURING RHI PAYMENTS TO HELP
MAKE THINGS EASIER?
The Government has just announced a
revision of the RHI which came into
effect on 20 September. This sees the
rate for air source heat pumps increase
by 33 per cent to 10.18 pence per kWh.
It is subject to a cap of 20,000 kWh per
property, but this is something that is
unlikely to affect the majority of selfbuild heat pump installs.
RHI payments depend on the
installation and installer being MCS
(Microgeneration Certification Scheme)
registered before they can qualify.
Choose an installer that is MCSAccredited and ask their advice about
the application.

HOW CAN YOU BE SURE YOUR
INSTALLERS REALLY KNOW WHAT
THEY'RE DOING, TO AVOID POOR
INSTALLATION CANCELLING OUT
THE BENEFITS?
All Ecodan installers have to
have attended our extensive
training programmes and all creditable
manufacturers should operate
similar training. If in doubt, contact
the manufacturer first for advice on
finding a suitable installer in your
particular region.

WHAT ARE THE GOLDEN RULES
SELF-BUILDERS NEED TO KNOW IF
THEY'RE KEEN TO INSTALL AN AIR
SOURCE HEAT PUMP?
Firstly, use an appropriately qualified
installer to design the system to suit
your needs. As stated earlier, the
installer and the installation will need to
be MCS-accredited if you wish to apply
for RHI payments.
Second, a complete new build project
will less of a requirement for heating
than a refurbished property but will still

STRUCTURAL WARRANTY
SITE INSURANCE
SITE SURVEYS

have the same requirements for hot
water. There are air source heat pumps
which are designed specifically for this
purpose. There are also units which are
more suitable for properties with a
higher heat load.
Lastly, most modern air source heat
pumps should include internet-based
controls and should be both
straightforward to use and easy to
understand, but always make sure you
also receive training on how to control
the system from the installer.
Max Halliwell is a renewable heating
expert at Mitsubishi Electric

Self
Build
Zone

Self-Build Zone provides Site Insurance
and liability cover for anyone starting
new building works, as well as covering
any existing structures on site.
Our Approved Inspectors can
facilitate all survey services you may
need during the build or for the
warranty provision. On completion,
Build-Zone can provide you with a
10 Year Structural Warranty.

For more information or to obtain a quotation go online at

www.selfbuildzone.com
12
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or Call the Self-Build Zone Team on

0345 230 9874
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Product Focus
Everglade’s 2017 Customer Conference proved a massive success at its London HQ and Showroom on Friday
7 July. Everglade customers and prospects gathered for the annual event, to hear about the latest trends in
glazing from architect Emily Osler from London-based Granit Architects, what Brexit could mean for business
from PwC’s Anna Wallace and the benefits of being a part of the GGF from James Lee. Sales & Marketing
Director, Jay Patel also launched three brand new products: Ecotherm 70HI, high insulation aluminium
windows; aïr MOD-Series, new generation entrance doors and aïr 20SL, minimal frame sliding doors.
www.everglade.co.uk

Resin bound surfaces are stylish and sophisticated. Created by coating a blend of natural stone with a clear
resin, they’re perfect for modernising and revitalising a multitude of surfaces from driveways and paths to school
playgrounds and memorial gardens. Resin Bonded Ltd is an established market leader and its BoundWorx®
Resin Bound materials have been specially formulated for maximum durability, permeability, UV stability and user
friendliness. Resin Bonded prides itself on its prompt delivery and professional customer service. Get in touch for
details of its material supply, contractor training or the details of your nearest approved installer.
www.resinbonded.co.uk

Islington radiators from Easy Bathrooms are a sleek, minimalist heating solution offers style and practicality for
any home. From vertical radiators in your living room, to space-saving radiators in the bathroom, the Islington
range not only has a modern edge, but efficient output too. The slim oval panels and matt finish create a
luxurious look and feel, and can help to transform a space from ordinary to extraordinary. Install them
throughout a home for a uniform effect. Available in a choice of Anthracite grey or white, the radiator can be
mounted horizontally or vertically. Priced from £128. Receive an additional 10 per cent off with code PR10.
www.easybathrooms.com

Radnor Oak is a specialist in the design and manufacture of pre-jointed oak framed buildings. The range of
buildings include oak framed garages & outbuildings, annexes, gazebos & pavilions and home offices. The finest
green oak is selected on quality and grade, creating incredibly strong and beautiful buildings. The ‘Norton’ and
‘Brampton’ ranges offer lofted buildings which can be used for a variety of uses. Whether you are looking to
create ancillary accommodation, a home office or a yoga studio, the flexibility of the buildings enables you to
build a multi-functional space.
www.radnoroak.co.uk

Freestanding furniture is the perfect solution for saving space but allows storage for your bathroom.
This stylish piece with a width of just 65cm combines beautiful ceramic or integrated basins with either doors
or drawers allowing you to tailor to your preferred style & needs. Available in sand, dark olive and matt white
with a choice of Minerva worktops in an array of finishes. Each piece of furniture is prepared with five layers of
primer featuring UV stabilisation to minimise colour fading from exposure to sunlight. For more information
please visit Radiator Gallery’s website.
www.simply-burlingtonbathrooms.co.uk

Pineland Furniture is a family owned business and was established in 1987 by Edward Taylor and his son
Richard. We mainly design and manufacture bespoke high quality kitchen furniture however we also make
freestanding and built in furniture for bedrooms, living rooms etc.
At the outset Pineland recognised the demand that existed for traditionally jointed solid wood kitchens at
sensible prices. We feel that too many kitchens today look synthetic and uniform in design – more like a science
laboratory than the “engine room” of the home.
www.pineland.co.uk
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jjI-JOISTS. SMARTER THAN YOUR AVERAGE I -JOIST.
JJI-Joists have an answer for everything built-in. No matter how demanding your job, JJI-Joists are in a class of their own. Solid
timber flanges and OSB web make them light but very strong and easy to work with (creating service holes couldn’t be simpler).
Our environmental credentials are also second to none. Add to that our technical brains - on hand to answer questions - and our
design software that gives smart cost-effective answers, and your choice has to be intelligent JJI-Joists. Well, you’d be daft not to.

WEB: www.jamesjones.co.uk/ewp

EMAIL: jji-joists @ jamesjones.co.uk
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SITE PREPARATION SELFBUILD BOOTCAMP SHOW PREVIEW

Product Focus
Scotframe Timber Engineering Ltd manufacture an innovative and unique injected PU closed panel timber
frame system called Val-U-Therm PLUS, a range of advanced, closed panel, factory insulated, high thermal
performance wall, roof and floor systems, which provide a winning solution. Val-U-Therm PLUS ensures space
heating energy costs can be dramatically reduced whilst giving class leading speed of construction, extremely
low U-values and exceptional air tightness making it ideally suited to all forms of self-build project. For more
information please visit the Scotframe Timber Engineering website.
www.scotframe.co.uk

Sunsquare has been designing and manufacturing high-specification rooflights for flat roofs, encouraging an
abundance of natural light into residential and commercial environments. The Bury St Edmunds-based business
has endeavoured to set the benchmark for the performance and safety of its rooflights, becoming one of the first
designers and manufacturers of bespoke rooflights to secure a Kitemark from the British Standards Institution.
Sunsquare has invested heavily in making sure its rooflights ensure comfortable internal temperatures and aren’t
influenced by outside weather conditions.
www.sunsquare.co.uk

Imperial Bricks has launched a new Waterstruck range. The new Waterstruck range is soft mud moulded,
using water as the releasing agent, giving the imperial sized bricks a relatively smooth, but a characterful
aged appearance. The clay used for the manufacturing process creates a distinct texture that is F2 rated for
frost resistance and fully tested to BS EN 771-1 standards. There are three bricks available: Red Waterstruck,
Lightly Weathered Waterstruck suited for the Midlands/North, and an Oxford Yellow Multi Waterstruck
commonly found across East Anglia and East Coast.
www.imperialbricks.co.uk

Being ProAktive...

...means building a future
ProAktive Self build developed the first UK self build insurance policy in 1984
and have been the industry leaders ever since. Our staff are self build experts
who are happy to discuss your self build project and insurance requirements.
If you are building a new structure, extending your home or converting or
renovating something more unusual, we are able to provide guidance on the
risks faced and how to protect them.
We pride ourselves on offering an excellent service to self builders and are
committed to helping people ensure their project is a success.

www.selfbuildinsure.co.uk
selfbuild@proaktive.co.uk
01302 346831
SELFBUILD BOOTCAMP EXHIBITOR
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SELBUILD BOOTCAMP SHOW PREVIEW

Your one-day
self-build
masterclass

For all the know-how and money-saving tips you
need to get your project off the ground, book your
ticket for the Selfbuild Bootcamp on 14 October at
Grand Designs Live

D

id you know the average selfbuilder wastes £50,000 on their
project due to bad planning and
a lack of knowledge? If you’re
considering your own build, undertaking
a renovation, looking for a plot or
investigating options for budgets and
finance, fully understanding all the
required elements is essential, and could
even save you thousands of pounds.
For the chance to seek advice from a
host of leading experts, learn the basics
and ask any burning questions, look no
further than the new Selfbuild Bootcamp
at Grand Designs Live. It will provide
you with all the information and knowhow you’ll need, so you can manage
your own project from start to finish with
no problems or hidden costs along the
way. The course will also cover subjects
such as Government guidelines and
legalities, as well as looking into areas
like sustainability, energy efficiency and
fire safety.
Whether you’re at the concept stage
and want to learn more, are further
along the line with a project that’s
underway, or an investor looking to set
up a business, this new, one-day course
is open to everyone.
The course is divided into two subject
areas – self-build and renovation – and
you can switch between all workshops
depending on which topics are of
interest to you. Your ticket also includes
access to Grand Designs Live, so you
can gain the most out of both the show
and the Selfbuild Bootcamp. The 45minute to one-hour-long workshops run
from 8:30 am and finish at 6 pm. For
more information on the workshops visit
the Selfbuild Bootcamp website.

september/october 2017

THE EXPERTS
Listen, learn and put your questions to
the panel of Selfbuild Bootcamp
professionals.
• Planning: Sally Tagg, managing
director, Foxley Tagg Planning
• Eco-build: David Hilton, director, Heat
and Energy
• Sustainability: Mischa Hewitt,
managing director, Earthwise
Construction
• Finance: Mary Riley, director, Mary
Riley Custom Build Funding
• Project management: James Bryden,
managing director, CLPM
• Architecture: Phil Coffey, director,
Coffey Architects
WHAT WILL YOU LEARN?
The industry experts will teach you
everything you need to know to get you
started and tackle your own project. You
will leave the self-build and/or
renovation workshops feeling confident,
inspired and educated, having taken in
all the key information you need to know
before you start your project.
You will also take on board invaluable
expert advice, which is imperative when
starting a build to help you avoid any
costly mistakes. At the end of the day,
you’ll also fully understand all the basic
information you need to get your project
started, know the challenges you may
face and how to avoid or tackle them
and be informed of legal requirements
and how to budget, finance and manage
your project correctly so there are no
devastating miscalculations along
the way.
As well as access to the courses and
two tickets to Grand Designs Live, your

Selfbuild Bootcamp ticket includes the
following:
• CPD (Continuing Professional
Development) certificate on
completion of the course and all
course materials
• Networking breakfast and lunch, plus
refreshments throughout the day
• A copy of the Selfbuild Bootcamp
event magazine
• A copy of Grand Designs
• A copy of The Ultimate Guide to
Renovating & Self-Building
• A copy of Selfbuilder & Homemaker
• A copy of i-build

WHEN & WHERE
Selfbuild Bootcamp takes
place at the NEC’s Gallery
Suites in Birmingham on
14 October. Tickets are £99
per person, to book visit
www.selfbuildbootcamp.com/
sbhm or call 020 3225 5204
www.sbhonline.co.uk
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SITE PREPARATION

Fisco tools’ new ‘A1-Plus’ Hi-Vis Tapes

New Snickers Workwear Catalogue

Excellent value measuring from the UK’s
long-standing favourite brand of Tapes.
With an EC Class II measuring accuracy,
these Hi-Vis Tapes are stamped with the
Fisco brand hallmarks of quality and
reliability. With a tough ABS case that
has a high-impact rubber overmould,
these tapes combine hardwearing
reliability with ease of use. There are
three different models, available in five
and eight metre lengths with 19mm
and 25mm blade width variants. With a
handy belt clip, a self-zeroing end-hook and a ‘positive action’ brake,
these ‘A1-Plus’ Hi-Vis Tapes from Fisco will satisfy most general
measuring tasks on site.

This 148 page catalogue has all you
need to know about one of the world’s
leading range of working clothes for
professional tradesmen and women.
This Workwear will work hard on site all
year round, whatever the working
environment you’re in. Snickers topwear
garments are great both for work and
leisure activities. Whatever trade you’re
in, there’s something for you – Work
Trousers, Work Jackets, Tool Vests Shirts,
Underwear, Accessories and Tool
Carriers – plus an extensive range of PPE Workwear. Plus the most
innovative Layered Clothing System that ensures you can choose
clothes to suit the weather on site – rain or shine, wind or snow.

info@hultaforsgroup.co.uk

info@snickersworkwear.co.uk

Plastering simplified with Knauf ProRoll

The Solid Gear Safety Shoe

With its brand new roller-applied range
of finishing and surface-levelling readymixed plasters, Knauf has introduced
ProRoll, a new quick, clean and efficient
way of plastering residential homes and
smaller projects. Suited to both smooth
and textured backgrounds, Knauf ProRoll
is applied to surfaces using a 9-inch
medium pile roller and extension pole as
required, ensuring a quick and easy
installation while reducing the physical
effort required of plastering. Pre-mixed,
Knauf ProRoll can be applied directly from the tub, producing only a
fraction of the mess of a traditional plaster product. In addition, any
excess material can simply be removed from a surface and recycled.

The Revolution Infinity from Solid Gear is
exactly what the name suggests – a
revolutionary safety shoe. A ‘bounce
back’ mid-sole which gives a 55 per
cent ‘energy return’ that will put a real
spring in your step to reduce fatigue
and stress on your back, legs and feet.
The shoe’s stretchable upper with
Cordura is water-resistant with amazing
performance when it comes to
breathability, fit and flexibility. It has a
non-slip sole, a composite midsole, a
heel counter for foot stability. These shoes come with Solid Gear’s
newly developed NANO toe-cap. It’s 40 per cent stronger than
fiberglass and thinner than other non-metallic toe-caps.

01795 424 499

info@hultaforsgroup.com

www.knauf.co.uk

Protect your most important tools with hand Armour
Your hands are your most important tools so keep them protected with Hand Armour, a new
multi-use barrier cream from Everbuild – A Sika Company.
Providing protection against any wet or dry contaminants, it has been designed to help stop the
skin from absorbing harmful substances as well as protecting against abrasion. The non-greasy,
unscented formula is easily absorbed into the skin, and with only a small amount needed to
provide unbeatable protection, a little tube goes a long way.
Available in 100ml tubes, Hand Armour is packed into printed display boxes which are sure
to attract attention when sat on the counter, bringing builders back for this product time and
time again.
For further information about Hand Armour or any other product within the Everbuild and
Sika ranges, contact your local sales representative, call the sales office on or visit the
company’s website.
0113 240 2424 www.everbuild.co.uk

Quik Drive kicks up a gear

Simpson Strong-Tie is boosting support for the world’s most advanced collated screw system:
“Quik Drive” with the appointment of a new Sales Manager.
Fixings Industry veteran and now Quik Drive aficionado: Phil Chambers explains: “The Quik Drive
system has been on my radar for some time, it’s not just fast, it’s really (really) simple to use. It’s
great to see the lights go on in peoples mind when they give it a try, so for me it’s a thrill to join
the team behind it and to spend time with people from the many different industries that can
make great use of the Quik Drive system.”
In addition to Phil conducting Quik Drive demonstrations throughout the UK, an all-new Quik
Drive catalogue has been released this summer. The latest edition features additional Quik
Drive equipment and collated screws introduced during 2017. The catalogue has also received
a design revamp to make it as easy to use as the Quik Drive system itself, with better visuals
and more ’how to’ guidance. For more information to book a test drive, visit the Simpson
Strong-Tie website.
01827 255600 www.strongtie.co.uk
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GRAND DESIGNS LIVE SHOW PREVIEW

Designing your
dream home
Grand Designs Live is returning to the NEC in
Birmingham for its 13th year from 11 - 15 October

G

rand Designs Live promises to
break down the conventional
limitations to home building and
offers visitors a chance to discover the
latest innovations, explore current
trends and preview unseen products.
Once again hosted by Grand Designs
guru Kevin McCloud, the show will play
host to a series of exciting, educational
and interactive features over five days.
Kevin, joined by a whole host of
industry experts, will provide a widereaching range of informative seminars
at The Grand Theatre. The ever popular
Ask an Expert service returns with
experts offering free advice in every field
– from financing projects to architecture,
interiors and much more.
With over 400 exhibitors making their
way to the NEC, find every product you
need across the six different sections of
the show: Build, Kitchens, Bathrooms,
Technology, Gardens and Interiors.
Kevin McCloud, design authority and
presenter of the Channel 4 TV series, will
be hosting the renowned home show.
Bringing his expertise in the design
industry as well as his distinctive style
and approach to the event, this season’s
Grand Designs Live is set to be one of
the most informative, exciting and
engaging exhibitions to date.

Alongside these features, the
show offers an array of other great
attractions, including:
• The Kitchen Advice Centre, sponsored
by Miele. Book free 30-minute
consultations looking at all aspects of
kitchen planning and development.
• The Live Kitchen, sponsored by Miele.
For cooking buffs, the Live Kitchen is a
must see feature, with top chefs hard
at work showing audiences how to
prepare delicious meals and take
advantage of kitchen appliances in
live demos.
• Grand Room Sets. The theme will be
brought to life by pioneering interior
designers in this inspirational interiors
installation. These innovative rooms
will showcase products which
are accessible to visitors and are
from British retailers, manufacturers
and designers.
Also returning for this year is Kevin
McCloud’s ‘Green Heroes’. This
handpicked selection of the best ecoinnovations will sit at the heart of the
exhibition, providing a platform for ecoconscious designers to showcase their
latest innovative designs and products.
Kevin has an extensive knowledge of
the latest technologies, materials and
innovative sustainable practices at work

Visit Kloeber at Grand Designs Live

Kloeber UK Ltd is delighted to be
exhibiting at Grand Designs Live
Birmingham, offering customers the
chance to view its extensive product
range. The company is also delighted to
announce the opening of its new
showroom in Washington, West Sussex,
serving Hampshire, East Sussex and
Kent. For over a decade, Kloeber has
offered homeowners and self-builders a
range of bespoke glazing solutions,
helping them select the perfect doors
and windows for their unique projects. Why not bring along your plans
and visit the team on stand B208 to see a range of bi-fold and sliding
doors as well as the award-winning FunkyFront door.
info@kloeber.co.uk

september/october 2017

GRAND DESIGNS LIVE STAND NO B208

In the construction and interiors market.
Building on his experience, Kevin
McCloud’s ‘Green Heroes’, is inspired
by his passion for innovative ecofriendly product design and green
building products.

WHEN & WHERE
Grand Designs Live
takes place at the NEC
in Birmingham from
11 - 15 October.
To book your tickets visit
www.granddesignslive.com

Airflow to exhibit at Grand Designs

Airflow Developments, specialist in
home ventilation, will be exhibiting at
Grand Designs Live at the NEC
Birmingham from 11th to 15th October
2017. With indoor air quality a key
concern for many Grand Designs Live
visitors, Airflow will be showcasing its
wide portfolio of ventilation solutions
including, Adroit units, Airflex Pro semirigid ducting and a range of residential
fans to help self-builders make their
home a healthier place to live. For more
information about Airflow and its full range of products and services
follow @AirflowD on Twitter, search Airflow Developments Limited on
Facebook, or visit Airflow’s website.
01494 525252 www.airflow.com

GRAND DESIGNS LIVE STAND NO B462

www.sbhonline.co.uk
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INTERIOR
INSPIRATION:
BEDROOMS
Bedrooms have central importance in any home. Whether you’re creating a
relaxing and peaceful haven for yourself or a fun and playful kids’ bedroom,
our pick of the latest furniture has got it all
1. The Sky B Plane bed will make a fun
addition to any child’s bedroom. As well
as a bed, the Sky B Plane offers practical
storage space in the form of a bookshelf, storage compartments and boxes.
The bed is manufactured by Circu and
the price is available on request.
www.circu.net

20
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2. The Dewdrops Gold Side Table from
The French Bedroom Company makes
a great bedside table. The glass top and
open design mean it doesn’t appear to
take up a large block of space. The
table’s understated design means it will
go with almost any interior styling and
colour scheme. It’s priced at £135.
www.frenchbedroomcompany.co.uk

3. The Team 7 Relief wardrobe,
available to buy from Wharfside, is
completely customisable. Options
include hinged or sliding doors in
natural wood or coloured glass (available in several tones), glass display
drawers, shoe racks, clothes lifts, trouser
pull-outs, shirt drawers, tie compartments and even TV media fittings.
Prices vary depending on options.
www.wharfside.co.uk
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4

6
5
4. The Davenport bed marries bold
design with comfort. The oversized
headboard’s classic soft button detailing
and European fabric give it a luxurious
look while the geometric pattern is right
on trend. The bed is priced at £979 and
is available to buy from Living It Up.
www.livingitup.co.uk

september/october 2017

5. The Headboard Workshop has
recently released a new selection of
headboards, including the Winged Mull
Headboard, featuring delicate white
piping and button detail – perfect for
anyone wanting to create a new look for
their new bedroom without replacing
the entire bed. The headboard starts at
£558 for a single bed.
www.theheadboardworkshop.co.uk

6. The Antoinette dressing table
features an unusual curved front and
handcrafted bevelled mirrored panels
inlaid into an antique wooden frame. It
will make a glamorous statement piece,
with the velvet-lined drawers and crystal
handles adding to its opulence. The
dressing table is available for £299.99
from My Furniture.
www.my-furniture.co.uk
www.sbhonline.co.uk
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CASE STUDY

A GRAND ADVENTURE
22
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Photography: Ewen MacDonald

Building your own home should be the perfect opportunity to fulfil
your wishlist – however wild and wacky. This is how the Aylmer family
approached creating their holiday home on the north Cornish Coast,
as Ewen MacDonald reports
september/october 2017
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F

rom the moment you step into the black
painted and larch-clad building that is
Barford Beach House, you are captured
by the playful interiors that manage to balance
an eccentricity of style with beautiful finishes.
Barford Beach House is the work of Ken and
Illona Aylmer and their family – who number
Barford as their third adventure in self-building
and by far their most extensive.
Sitting on cliffs close to the surfing hotspot
of north Cornwall’s famous Widemouth Bay, it
features six ensuite bedrooms, a sauna, its own
cinema room, a huge master suite featuring a
brass bath and bespoke boat-inspired wooden
bar – and a secret bunker-style games room
with its own bar in the cellar. Outside there are
views of breaking surf and access to a small
secluded beach which can be best enjoyed
from the large upstairs terraces linking the
bedrooms, the landscaped gardens or the
outdoor wood fired hot tub (protected by a
windbreak created from an eight metre-long
railway track found in the grounds).
Here there is also an abandoned fishing boat
installed into the grounds of the house which
previously featured as part of Luke Jerram’s
Withdrawn art installation project in Bristol’s
Leigh Woods and now doubles as a fun play
house. The grounds are also home to a vintage
Airstream motorhome which has been decked
out as an extra bedroom.
A LABOUR OF LOVE
It has taken two years to create this stunning
new home, which was completed in June
2017. The new property follows a similar
24
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footprint of the building that originally sat on
the site – a typically uninspiring beige 1930s
seaside bungalow that was begging to be
bulldozed. But the original idea looked very
different and had involved keeping some of
the existing structure. “It was an old bungalow
with a bedroom,” says Ken Aylmer. “Our plan
was to put another floor on top.”
Once they looked at actually doing it, it
became clear they were going to have to take
off the roof and cut out sections of the wall to
put down steel supports – and there would be
nothing left.
So they went back to the drawing board to
create the stunning new build – although Ken
has paid homage to the old building by
recreating the original bedroom in the same
ground floor spot. A second floor provides the
sleeping space for the family.
Outside, the house is finished with larch
wood cladding, which will soften to a silver
colour, and a dramatic black render –
something the architect had doubts about.
“We hadn’t thought about the outside,”
admits Ken. “The architect’s design had white
render and timber but when I looked at it, it
kind of irked me and I thought of dark blue or
even black, and there was quite a lot of um-ing
and ah-ing with the architect. Now nobody can
visualise it any other way – and it really goes
with the windows.”
As you might expect for a house built on the
coast, plenty of opportunities have been taken
to make the most of the light, from the double
height zinc-clad glass entrance atrium where a
collection of former 1960s Paris street ‘bauble’

HIGH POINT
Letting their three
children loose to find the
secret bunker, a room
only accessed through a
hidden tunnel in the
cinema room. The room
was a late addition not
included in the original
plans. The secret
underground games
room/bar features leather
banquette seating and
retro arcade games.
“It’s totally over the
top,” Ken admits.

september/october 2017
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THIS PAGE
Substantial 1960s Paris street
‘baubles’ each weighing 20 kg
were used to make a chandelier
FACING PAGE
The house is finished with a
combination of larch cladding
and a dramatic black render

KEN’S TOP TIP
Where possible, owner
Ken was keen to use
local tradesmen and
worked closely with the
builder to create some of
the more unusual
features – such as the
four-poster bed created
from scaffolding poles.

lights have been recommissioned into a
stunning central chandelier. These lights,
weighing in at 20 kg each, were no easy feat
to install – and required the patience and
ingenuity of builder Jon Hoyle of Host
Construction to safely fit them. “We had
talked about a disco ball, but that wasn’t quite
right, but I loved the disco-light style. They are
so beautiful at night,” explains Ken.
Interior designer Marcus Crane adds: “We
september/october 2017

always knew that there was going to be
something big there. We went to various
places and discovered these at Alex
MacArthur Interiors in Rye.” The specialist
antiques and interiors company also supplied
the collection of cushion mirrors at the top of
the main staircase.
The warm Cornish sunshine floods the house
– glass has been used to its maximum to
make the most of all available light from both
www.sbhonline.co.uk
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CONTACTS/
SUPPLIERS
INTERIOR DESIGNER
Marcus Crane
mccullyandcrane.com

BUILDER
Jon Steele from
Horst Construction
horstconstruction.com

ARCHITECT
Trewin Design Architects
trewin-design.co.uk

LANDSCAPER
Barry Lewis-Langley
01840 250894
07376 528031
langleybarry@gmail.com

ELECTRICIAN
Terry Graves Electrical
terrygraveselectrical.co.uk

PLUMBING
MPA Plumbing (Launceston)
01566 779613

TEXTILES

the north-facing and south-facing views. The
warmth that the light creates makes the
underfloor heating virtually redundant during
many months of the year, although a welcome
addition for winter use when even Cornish
thermometers can approach zero.
ECLECTIC DESIGN
The interior of the building is a reflection of
the family who own it. Much of the eclectic mix
of ‘industrial luxe’ furniture, Moroccan tassel
fringed bed throws, vintage anglepoise lamps
and vibrant art work have been sourced by
Ken and his family from fairs, antique shops,
and eBay. Interior designer Marcus brought in
26
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fabrics from designers such as Romo, Emin,
Lewis & Wood and Savannah.
An open-plan living/kitchen area dominates
the downstairs, where an unusual copper-clad
kitchen featuring deep smoked oak flooring
leads into the dining space where a 3.5 metrelong 18th century Persian granary oak dining
table dominates (it was found in a barn in Iran
before being stored in a warehouse). The living
area features leopard print fireside seating,
and the walls are clad in timber reclaimed from
the original house – complete with old holes
for pipes. Piano legs have been repurposed as
lampstands and a wagon wheel found on the
property is now a lamp base. A central feature
is the 1970s glass-topped display table, which
has been brought back to life by ebonising the
wood and inserting beautiful blue butterflies.
A unique architectural touch here is the
clever disappearing wall that separates the
kitchen/dining room from the living room to
maximise the versatility of the space.
Upstairs the large master suite (at an
impressive 50 m2) is a real lesson in luxury;
there’s a giant bed, smothered in sumptuous
throws, a seating area, and direct access to
the balcony which runs across the rear first
floor so the sea views are enjoyed to the
fullest. In one corner, a decadent bespoke
cocktail bar beckons, its construction
reminiscent of the highly-polished hull of an
old wooden sailboat. But it’s the bathroom
that brings a bit of a gasp – featuring a
stunning William Holland brass bath, where a
porthole window goes through the bedroom
to the floor length windows and the view

Merchant and Mills
handprinted Indian fabrics
merchantandmills.com

BATHS
William Holland
williamholland.com

LIGHTING & MIRRORS
Alex MacArthur Interiors
alexmacarthur.co.uk

SANITARYWARE
St James Collection
stjamescollection.com
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LOW POINT
On the whole there were
no negative experiences
in the build. But Ken
admits convincing the
architect to go with the
black render was a
challenge. “There was a
lot of um-ing and ah-ing
with the architect,” he
says. “Now nobody
could imagine it any
other way.”

september/october 2017

beyond. The bathroom itself is finished in dark
local slate, while an old sewing machine stand
already owned by the family has been
repurposed to hold the sink. “My wife and I
have been dragging this old sewing table
around for 20 years and have finally found a
home for it,” Ken explains.
The idea, says Ken, is that the master suite
can double as a self-contained hideaway for
the parents. “Our kids are going to start taking
this place over, and we can shut ourselves off
in this room.”
At the moment, their three children have
their own playrooms – and each bedroom has
been designed with its young occupant in
mind. Their son Leo’s love of the Narnia
Chronicles inspired a secret doorway through
his wardrobe (past faux fur coats, of course)
into the adjoining bedroom. He also has a
cabin bed accessed by a ladder where he can
stare out at the view through a perfectly
positioned porthole window.
A second bedroom for their daughter Ella
features an en suite bathroom that’s home to a
silver ‘bateau’ bath and walls papered in
pages from Alice in Wonderland, made during
a muck-up day at school. Her sister Scarlet’s
room features a four-poster bed created by
scaffolding poles.
Part of the wow factor of Barford is the
incredible attention to detail that self-builds
can sometimes lack, as finance and
inexperience can lead to mistakes. I find
myself stopping to admire the perfect tiling in
the en suite bathrooms, the careful positioning

of the brass portholes that offer sea views from
the beds and bathrooms, and carefully chosen
accessories that reflect the family’s tastes.
Perhaps there is no better space to reflect
this taste than the downstairs rooms where
the old cellar is now home to a sauna and
cinema room (which features a 4K projector
and a vintage cinema ‘What’s On’ show time
board). “I’m hoping to change it each time we
play a film,” explains Ken, who was
responsible for tracking it down.
From here you can access (through a secret
tunnel) the bunker. This secret underground
games room/bar with leather banquette
seating, retro arcade games – including the
original Star Wars game – and a classic pinball
machine that Ken used to play in the 1990s.
Above the bar sits gold lettering declaring
‘Pleasureland’ – itself an eBay find by Ken.
“It’s totally over the top,” he admits of the
room, which is also decorated with hundreds
of tins of food – in case of emergency. “The
kids and I have a thing of what we would do in
the event of a zombie apocalypse. So we
went along the theme of a bunker. There’s a
sound system, a bar with a sink and a fridge, a
pool table and a banquette built into the
retaining wall.
At a cost of £1.2m, the family have had to
recoup the cost through letting it as a luxury
rental but they have refused to compromise
on making the house and its contents are a
reflection of their own tastes. This is a forever
home for the Aylmers, even if it’s not currently
a permanent one.
www.sbhonline.co.uk
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LONDON HOMEBUILDING & RENOVATING SHOW PREVIEW

Turn property
dreams into
reality

The London Homebuilding & Renovating Show
returns to the ExCeL from 22 - 24 September

A

t its current growth rate of six
per cent YOY, the number of
new homes being built in
England is expected to reach 16,500
by 2020, according to the Self &
Custom Build Market Report 2017. But
this is still far short of the Government’s
target of a million completed houses.
For those interested in taking matters
into their own hands, the London
Homebuilding & Renovating Show will
provide inspiration, practical help and
resources to turn visitors’ property
ambitions into reality.
The event will offer self-builders and
renovators the opportunity to discover
over 360 specialist exhibitors and access
750+ advice sessions and 45+ free
seminars and masterclasses. Real selfbuilders will also be present to share
their experiences, together with
companies from a variety of sectors.
On Saturday, visitors will be able to
hold 15-minute consultations with
celebrity experts who star in their
favourite TV property programmes.
Charlie Luxton will talk about eco living,
new architectural ideas and homes of
the future. Julia Kendell will return to

meet with visitors seeking inspiration on
how they can revamp their houses.
For attendees in need of fresh ideas or
solutions, the Ask the Expert area will be
the place to ask questions and explore
the most efficient solutions to meet their
challenges. A total of 11 resident
property experts will be available for 15minute consultations via interactive
sessions. People will be encouraged to
bring their plans along and discuss them.
Within this zone, visitors can also
head to the Ask the Builder area and
meet experts for advice on their
renovation project. In addition, over 15
architects from the Royal Institute of
British Architects (RIBA) will be at the
Ask the Architect area. Self-builders and
renovators with questions or issues
about obtaining planning permission will
be able to meet with Sally Tagg and her
team of experts at the Planning Clinic.
Potton’s self-build experts will be on
hand to help visitors create and design
their dream home at the Potton Design
Lounge. In addition, the Oakwrights
Design Consultation Service will provide
access to free 20-minute consultations
with designers and craftspeople from its

Build Aviator helps land your project

Build Aviator will be joining Jewson
on the stand K186 at the London
Homebuilding and Renovating Show,
inviting self-builders and house builders
to the stand to discover more about their
expertise and services to help make the
build process smoother. Build Aviator has
teamed up with its sister brand Jewson,
one of the UK's leading chain of builders
merchants, to discuss with visitors the
range of products, services and expertise
that are available from both companies.
Build Aviator services include: SAP assessments, Material Estimating,
Registered Construction Details, Air Tightness Testing, Acoustic Testing
and On-site Compliance Support Pack.
www.jewson.co.uk
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LONDON H&R SHOW STAND NO M161

architectural design team.
Live presentations hosted by qualified
tradespeople in the Tricks of the Trade
section will showcase up-to-date
information on everything propertyrelated. Plus, new to the show this year
is Estimators Online, a company which
offers estimating services for domestic
building projects. By using its in-house
software and quantification techniques,
the team will quickly convert visitors’
drawings into an accurate labour and
materials estimate.

WHEN & WHERE
London Homebuilding &
Renovating Show takes
place at the ExCeL, London
from 22 - 24 September.
For more details, visit
homebuildingshow.co.uk/
london

Hörmann to showcase its latest range
Visitors to this year’s Homebuilding
and Renovating Show in London will be
able to see Hörmann’s latest range of
products on Capital Garage Doors stand.
Featuring doors such as the doubleskinned sectional LPU 42, that offers high
levels of thermal insulation, as well as the
unique RollMatic and the NT60-2
double-leaf insulated garage door,
Capital Garage Doors stand has
something for everyone. Interested in
seeing Hörmann’s latest range of garage doors? Visit stand number
H123 at the Homebuilding & Renovating Show, ExCeL London, 22-24
September 2017.
info@hormann.co.uk

LONDON H&R SHOW STAND NO H123
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SECRETS OF SUCCESS

Getting the
light just right
Selfbuilder & Homemaker takes a look at how a
London couple extended their home to create a
bright and modern family-friendly space

B

eri and Julie Cheetham set out to
modernise their Victorian home
situated in sought-after London
borough Wandsworth. By taking their
time to plan, improvising a little and setting a bit of budget aside, they created
a beautiful modern kitchen-diner that
connects the garden to the home.
Two years after moving into their
terraced house, Beri and Julie’s selfbuild project began to take shape.
As is the case with many renovation
projects, they wanted to take advantage of the space they didn’t use. By
removing their existing lean-to conservatory and extending out into the side
return, they transformed the rear of
their property into an open plan
kitchen-dining area, that leads out into
the garden.

september/october 2017

NATURAL HOSTS
Their vision was to bring more natural
light into the rear of the home, to make
it brighter and create a welcoming area
for family and friends to enjoy. “With
the kitchen leading on to the garden, it
had to serve as a place for the family
and to entertain – especially for the
summer when we love to throw
impromptu parties,” says Beri. “We
have a large extended family and our
friends live in the neighbourhood, so
the space needed to easily allow for at
least 10 people at any time.”
Beri and Julie knew what they wanted
from their extension project from the
start. Key features that they had their
hearts set on were all in the final plans.
This included Belgian-style patio doors
and a large glass area covering the

“When I saw the
finished space, it
felt like I was in
a new house”
– Julie Cheetham
back wall of the dining room looking
out into the garden.
TAKING THEIR TIME
After spending the best part of two
years mapping out their vision to know
exactly what they wanted, they had a
good idea of how their home was
going to look. To help bring the project
to life, they spotted an advert for
architectural practice Granit Architects,
and decided they were the right firm to
turn their vision into design.
“It took our architect to unlock the
true potential of the project, not only in
the design, but also in helping to get
planning permission” says Beri. “They
really helped to finesse our ideas.”
Granit built on Beri and Julie’s ideas,
suggesting they dig down to create a
high ceiling which would be in keeping
with the sense of grandeur throughout
the rest of the house. They also
incorporated a concrete floor through
from the kitchen into the dining area
and into the outside.

www.sbhonline.co.uk
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SECRETS OF SUCCESS
RAIDING THE PIGGY BANK
To get the project underway the lean-to
conservatory was removed first. This
paved the way for the builders to be
able to dig down so they could create
the three metre high ceiling. They had
to underpin the original rear wall, which
is where Beri and Julie’s emergency
‘piggy bank’ came to good use. “We
discovered that the house needed to be
underpinned in four places, which
added £12,000 to the project cost,”
explains Julie. “It’s a good job we
organised a contingency budget.”
Improvisation also played its part in
creating a feature they did not quite
have in mind. The exposed brick wall,
which adds real character, provides a
unique cooker splashback when
covered with a glass mount. Beri
explains: “It was actually an accident, as
the feature brick wall was built far too
long.” She continues: “Instead of covering it with tiles, we improvised and kept
it how it is, it makes a lovely alternative.”
NINE MONTHS LATER
It took Beri and Julie nine months to
complete the project. They now have
a modern dining area with traditional
and contemporary features, perfect

for hosting family and friends. “When I
saw the finished space, it felt like I was
in a new house,” says Julie. Beri agrees:
“It feels peaceful and in perfect
harmony with the soul of the original

house.” With plenty of time to plan, a
backup budget in place and surprises
taken in their stride, their new kitchendining area has truly transformed
the home.

THE VIEW FROM THE ARCHITECTS
“The clients decided to refurbish their property to create a modern, minimal
family home. They wanted to extend into the garden and to the side of the
kitchen to create a large living space, filled with natural light, and to make a
better connection with the garden. The final design by Granit Architects has
opened-up the ground floor significantly, opening up a large space in the
kitchen dining room and providing a level threshold with the garden to create a
seamless connection from inside to out.
A large L-shaped roof light now sits above the kitchen and dining room,
flooding the space with light. A reclaimed bandstand column has been used
rather than a steel across the back of the house to support the upper floors and
to enable the roof light’s dramatic change of direction. This almost suggests the
house is floating above the kitchen.
Full width steel framed windows and doors were added to the rear to help
flood the room with afternoon light and marry with the garden beyond. This also
created an industrial aesthetic, alongside the reclaimed column and exposed
brick walls, giving the space a unique quality both in terms of shape and finish.
The exposed bricks are brand new and not existing stock, which allowed the wall
to run straight into floor without the need for skirting boards.
Throughout the house, materials were chosen to provide modernity but with
a reference to industry and classics, such as parquet flooring in the hall and
living room.”

Visit us on
BoundWorx® is a registered
trademark of Resin Bonded Ltd
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NEC BIRMINGHAM FREE!
10-12 OCTOBER 2017

UV Stable Resin Bound System
TRANSFORM • RENOVATE • RENEW
• No loose stone
• Permeable and UV stable
• Perfect for driveways, paths and patios
• Full technical support from leading industry experts
• Contractor training opportunities nationwide

STAND B560

For more information call us on:

0800 772 3030
info@resinbonded.co.uk
www.resinbonded.co.uk

facebook.com/resinbonded
@ResinBondedLtd
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UK CONSTRUCTION WEEK SHOW PREVIEW

UK Construction
Week promises
more than ever
UK Construction Week is back at the NEC in
Birmingham from 10 - 12 October

F

or the third year in a row, UK
Construction Week will be held
at the Birmingham NEC, and this
year attending is arguably more
important than ever before.
The construction industry has seldom
been in the news more – from the
aftermath of the Grenfell Tower
tragedy, to the uncertainties and
potential impacts of the UK’s imminent
EU departure, to the countrywide
housing shortage – the chance to
influence, share, learn and network has
never been greater.
september/october 2017

NINE SPECIALIST SHOWS
Running from 10 am to 5 pm on
Tuesday 10, Wednesday 11 and
Thursday 12 October, UKCW is free to
enter. Visitors will benefit from nine
shows: The Build Show, sponsored by
Easy-Trim, Timber Expo, Smart
Buildings, Grand Designs Live, Surface
Materials (featuring Kitchens &
Bathrooms Live), Energy, Plant &
Machinery Live, HVAC and
Civils Expo. More than 650 leading
exhibitors, including construction’s
biggest names, combine to make this

the largest industry event in Britain.
In between exploring the industry’s
most innovative products and services,
visitors can attend an exciting array of
debates, seminars and specialist
building safety workshops hosted at
six hubs and the UKCW main stage.
Timetables are available on the UK
Construction Week website
(www.ukconstructionweek.com). The
workshops, all of which are free and
CPD-certified, run on all three exhibition
days, but will book up fast so you’re
advised to register as soon as possible.
www.sbhonline.co.uk
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UK CONSTRUCTION WEEK SHOW PREVIEW BUILDING FABRIC & EXTERIORS
THOUGHT-PROVOKING THEMES
As you’d hope from a show bringing
together the industry’s big thinkers, as
well as huge diversity of information,
UKCW is focusing on several key
themes this year.
Offsite construction features
heavily; it’s the future of the way we
build, and visitors will find more
exhibitors focusing on offsite and
modular construction than any
other area. There’s a dedicated offsite
award ceremony plus a theatre, with
key speakers focusing on volumetric
construction in the residential sector.
SO WHAT ELSE IS NEW?
You’ll find an all-new layout and floor
plan for this year’s show – all the
better to showcase an unprecedented
number of exhibitors and seminars. UK
Construction Week has introduced the
Innovation Trail to highlight the latest
products on the market. New, specialist
awards are added to the awards
ceremonies this year too, including
the Offsite Awards, BIM Awards and
several new World Architecture News
awards to be presented.
SOCIAL NETWORKING
UK Construction Week is making it
easier than ever before to share

knowledge, meet new contacts and
make lasting connections. Visitors and
exhibitors are also guaranteed great
entertainment as well as unbeatable
networking opportunities. The beer and
ale festival – a huge hit last year – is
open throughout each day and both
nights, and features live music,
entertainment, 15 beers and hot food.
UK Construction Week has also
arranged special perks for casino
nights on the 10 and 11 with Genting
International Casino at Resorts
World Birmingham.

WHEN & WHERE
UK Construction Week
runs from 10 - 12 October
at the NEC, Birmingham.
For more information and to
book your ticket visit
www.ukconstructionweek.com

Learn more

Call us

osmouk.com

01296 481220
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MICROPOROUS NATURAL OIL-WAX BASED DURABLE HIGH COVERAGE
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BUILDING FABRIC & EXTERIORS

Hands-free operation

Schueco BlueCon is an access control
module that uses Bluetooth wireless
technology to enable a Smartphone to
communicate directly with the door,
causing the latter to open at the
approach of an authorised user.
The Smartphone app will activate the
door lock as soon as the user comes
within four metres of the door.
The convenience of this in everyday
life – for example when a person is
laden down with shopping – means
Schueco UK expects BlueCon to prove very popular with end-users.
If the Smartphone is lost, unauthorised access can be prevented.
For more information please contact Schueco.

Emperor
Bifold

01908 282111 www.schueco.co.uk

Clever living from the screen experts

Phantom Screens are gaining in
popularity due to the trend for
larger openings and bi-fold doors.
Its retractable power screens cover
openings up to seven metres wide, the
perfect solution for new build projects
and contemporary extensions. Get more
from summer evenings with Phantom
Screens; enjoy thermal comfort gains
made by retaining heat in the evenings
and deflecting energy during the day.
Make savings on HVAC costs, and
benefit from insect free ventilation. A range of technical fabrics is
available including insect meshes, solar shading, blackout, and
privacy screens.
0800 0963015 www.phantom-screens.co.uk

Replacement aluminium windows
for period and new homes

Price & Buy

Online: duration.co.uk

Weather Rated Low Threshold
Secured by Design
Tested to PAS:24
Concealed Hinges

The Conservation Range
 Single or dual RAL colours
       
 Fit into timber or direct to stone UK manufactured

Bifold & Patio Doors • Roofs
Steel Replacement Heritage Windows
Aluminium Doors • Secondary Glazing

Call Us: 01268 681612

For expert advice call 08008 401 508
www.thwc.co.uk
Showrooms at: Sevenoaks Dorking Beaconsfield Loughton

september/october 2017

01268 681612
www.sbhonline.co.uk
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Oak frame buildings
ideal for self-assembly
or by our expert team
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BUILDING FABRIC & EXTERIORS

Please visit our website
Oak-designs.co.uk to see
further examples of our
product range. You can
also now design your own
garage using our Quote
my Design tool online.

One of Britain’s leading garage door manufacturers Garador has
recently invested heavily in new production machinery and equipment.

THE BARCOMBE

£3,000+ VAT*
*T&Cs available upon request.
Offer ends 30/09

01273 400411
sales@oak-designs.co.uk
oak-designs.co.uk

Machinery upgrade for Garador

Garador offers a full range of garage doors, including Up & Over,
Sectional, Roller and Side Hinged garage doors. Expertly engineered
and available in a selection of designs and colours, as well as being
easy to fit and maintain, it is no wonder Garador’s garage doors are
one of the UK’s market leader.
In the last three years the company has invested over £2 million
in production technology together with other enhancements
for its Chevron, Salisbury and Sutton steel Up and Over doors.
These developments will help to ensure a long-lasting garage door
delivered at a reasonable price.
The new machinery and equipment has been fully tested and is now
fully in operation at Garador’s state of the art factory in Somerset.
For more information please contact Garador.
01935 443795 www.garador.co.uk

Specialists in stone cladding
Contact us for specialist services and advice by calling 01869 220 050. Alternatively you
can email us on info@century-stone.co.uk or visit the website www.century-stone.co.uk
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More than just
a garage

Andrew Guppy of The Classic Barn Company discusses the options and
considerations when specifying a detached garage

G

Game in March 2017 – a client’s house
was valued independently before and
after the addition of an attractive
outbuilding to prove it adds value.

THE BENEFITS
Storage is one of the most important
factors with any home and with the
correct approach, adding an outbuilding
can enhance the presentation of your
new home by providing that muchneeded storage space, avoiding clutter
in the house.
Clients also don’t always recognise
that adding a well-designed and wellbuilt garage will often increase the value
of their home and in doing so offset
more of the build cost by putting the
value back into their estate. This theory
was tested on ITV series The Home

PLANNING & REGULATIONS
Of course there are a couple of
important legal requirements that need
to be considered before beginning work
on a detached garage. The first thing
that needs to be given some thought is
planning permission. In some
circumstances home owners wont need
planning permission to add an
outbuilding as it can be built under
permitted development rights. However,
a particular set of requirements must be
met for it to fall under these rights. For
example the building must have a
maximum eaves height of 2.5 metres
and the overall height must be kept
below 4 metres if it has a dual-pitched
roof. This will of course influence the
style of the outbuilding. For this reason,
self-builders are generally better off
seeking advice from professional
providers who can offer attractive

arages may not immediately
seem like the most interesting
part of a self-build, but with a
little imagination and creativity, adding a
detached garage to your project can
make a huge difference. The days of
‘bog standard’ square buildings with
plain up-and-over doors are gone and
garages can present a perfect
opportunity to express your personality
through design choices.

september/october 2017

solutions. For those who wish to check
these requirements, downloadable
checklists are available online from
various websites.
The other important legal
consideration is Building Regulations. If
the floor area of your outbuilding will fall
between 15 m2 and 30 m2, you will not
normally be required to apply for
Building Regulations approval –
providing that the building contains no
sleeping accommodation and is either at
least one metre from any boundary or is
constructed of substantially noncombustible materials.
If your garage size is going to exceed
these markers then most reputable
suppliers should ensure all of their
working standards meet the necessary
Building Regulations.
COSTS & MATERIALS
Naturally cost is an important factor with
any aspect of your self-build. The cost of
building a detached garage will vary
greatly depending on the decisions and
choices you make. For those on a tighter
www.sbhonline.co.uk
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budget, building a garage isn’t out of
the question, but naturally it often
comes with compromises.
The groundwork required for
constructing an outbuilding should not
be ignored as this represents a sizeable
proportion of the cost and is often
dictated by the ground conditions.
However, everything that happens
above ground is more controllable and
this is where savings can be made. Using

36
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oak framing, for example, is a relatively
cost effective form of construction that
can be designed to a budget
requirement. Timbers can be sized and
specified accordingly.
Oak framed construction is also very
durable, as well as classical and flexible.
With the correct specialist on board, an
oak building will represent classic
character and stand the test of time. It’s
for this reason that so many home owners
are exploring the delights of classic barnstyle garages and car ports and that oak
framing is becoming increasingly popular
throughout the UK, particularly in rural
regions. It’s also important to ensure the
joinery is well-built, and iroko wood
works particularly well.
The choice of door is another
important element of the design. For
those who want to maintain the timeless,
classic look, outward opening barn
doors will suit better than up-and-over
style doors. Well-established and
reputable companies will also offer
discreet automation options, whatever
style door you decide to go for,
meaning you can combine a traditional
appearance with modern convenience.
The roof surface reflects a large
proportion of the building and will
therefore also impact the overall
appearance. Something people are

often not aware of is that while the roof
design (including its pitch) will of course
be decided by the architect, the
manufacturer of the chosen tile will
supply a certain pitch range to operate
within. This is particularly true with
handmade tiles but can also be the case
with machine-made clay tiles as well, so
its something to bear in mind. Most selfbuilders will of course opt for a tile that
closely matches that of the main house,
but other options can include specialist
thatching, timber shingle tiles or camber
tiles for a irregular, textured effect.
When it comes to the overall design,
you can be as bespoke as you want or
need to be. Large open roof areas with
truss spaces will continue the classic
style of a barn through to the interior.
Being creative needn’t stop with your
new home – get the design juices
flowing and your imagination run wild.
James Bond-style features often come
into play when it comes to designing
garages – for example, The Classic Barn
Company has provided a host of fun
design solutions for clients, such as
creating spaces that can accommodate
turntables and even car lifts. The
possibilities are endless.
Andrew Guppy is director at The Classic
Barn Company
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Garage doors and operators

Aluminium entrance door

Steel doors

When the Build Matters the Doors are Hörmann
• Widest range of garage and entrance doors in the UK
• Precision German engineering
• Excellent security and outstanding reliability
• Large selection of designs to match every home
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Walking on
sunshine

With various options available, walk-on rooflights
can offer an abundance of light to dark spaces
while still allowing for movement above. Chris
Chaney of Sunsquare explains how

R

ooflights have been maximising
daylight in architecture for years
but now the need to utilise
natural light to boost health and
wellbeing means they are not only
featuring in commercial properties
but providing a stunning feature for
homeowners, too.
Walk-on rooflights are a fantastic
feature for areas that require pedestrian
access, such as walkways, roof terraces
and patio areas that sit above
subterranean rooms. They not only
provide much-needed natural light for
the room below but they are also a
highly practical and aesthetically
pleasing addition to the home.
Designed for the glass to sit flush with
the surface, walk-on rooflights are
weathertight, safe and thermally efficient
especially when installed on a fully
insulated upstand. They are also tested
to withstand a point load of half a ton,
and can easily handle the extremes of
the British weather. This allows them to
lighten living spaces while surpassing all
the required Building Regulations giving
you genuine peace of mind.
WHEN TO USE THEM
Walk-on rooflights are an excellent way
of introducing natural light to dark
rooms, even if the light has to be utilised
from another room in the building.
External walk-on rooflights are
generally provided with clear glass as
standard as clients tend to wish to
maximise the light and provide the room
with a view of the sky. However, an
obscure interlayer that is bonded
between the external panes can be
included if privacy is required. Anti-slip
patterns such as a dot matrix pattern can
also be used to provide a decorative
safety feature without hindering the full
impact of light.
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Internal rooflights, known as
floorlights, provide borrowed light from
another room in the building. It is not
uncommon for deep plan multi-floor
buildings to utilise the light from a
centrally placed rooflight on the main
roof and for the light to travel through
several floors to the basement.
Alternatively, you can use floorlights
to spread light from one room to
another. This may be particularly useful
if you have a bright hallway that’s
directly above a subterranean
bedroom or basement for example,
breathing new life into the darker
space and making it more useable than
ever before.

If a floorlight is used in a fire exit
route, Building Regulations require for
them to be fire rated for safety.
Typically, the required rating is either 30
or 60 minutes of integrity and insulation.
WHAT TYPE OF GLASS & GLAZING IS REQUIRED?
Walking on glass sounds like a risky
business. But actually, walk-on rooflights
are designed with safety at the forefront.
In fact, to meet Building Regulations,
walk-on rooflights typically have two
panes of surface glass that are bonded
together with a strong laminate
interlayer. This means that in the unlikely
event of the outer pane breaking, the
laminate and inner pane would be able
september/october 2017
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to withstand the weight of anyone
walking on the rooflight.
Frequently, rooflights consist of an
argon-filled cavity in between the outer
pane and a toughened inner pane
ensuring that the rooflight is energy
efficient. You can also introduce a
laminated inner pane providing added
protection. This extra inner pane ensures
that if there was a break, the glass would
be contained within the laminate and
would not fall into the room, protecting
the space below.
HOW TO FIT THEM
Most reputable rooflight suppliers will
have a detailed installation process and
should be able to walk you through the
process of fitting. Most manufacturers
products should be designed to be easy
to install.
Some will also offer an optional fully
insulated upstand that ensures the
perfect fit. Upstands are a frame that a
skylight sits on, creating enough height
from the roof surface and enough pitch
for the water to run off the skylight. They
play an important role in ensuring your
new skylight fits and fits well. Once the
upstand is fitted, the timber decking or
roof-top paving should align with the
top face of the glass, leaving a sleek,
flawless finish.

As well as providing upstands, good
manufacturers should provide bedding
tape that goes around the external face
of the upstand, creating a supremely
clean finish with no need for using messy
silicone. Upstands can be delivered in as
little as seven days so the roofing work
can be completed ahead of the rooflight
arriving, saving your builder or roofer
time and saving you money.
If you have a larger area that needs
glazing and consists of multiple panes,
reputable manufacturers should offer an
installation service.
A FINAL WORD
Designed for high performance and
longevity, a walk-on rooflight can

provide a stunning architectural feature
for homes, as well as lighting up remote
rooms with daylight.
Not only do walk-on rooflights add a
wow factor, they also decrease the need
for artificial lighting while reducing
energy costs.
The sleek, minimalist, and high
performance design of walk-on
rooflights mean they will be right at
home anywhere, from contemporary
settings to homes with heritage
features.This explains why they are fast
becoming a popular feature for
architects and homeowners.
Chris Chaney is managing director
of Sunsquare

em-glaze
Em-Glaze modular ridgelights
bathe interiors with natural light
For more than 25 years our fully compliant, easy-install rooflights
have helped make interiors feel more luxurious and spacious.
The Em-Glaze ridelight’s low-profile aluminium framework
is subtle enough to suit any residential building, while the
increased glazing maximises daylight.
Additional framework colours, glazing, ventilation and
sizing options are available. Ordering is easy, with six
standard sizes in stock for next-day delivery.
For advice on sizing, specification and fitting or to
place your order, contact our team.

Visit bit.ly/EGMRidgelight or contact us:
01483 271371 or sales@whitesales.co.uk
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Award-winning glazing systems German
engineered to last
At IDSystems, we’ve been at the forefront of glazing technology
for over 17 years and created some of the most innovative and
complex projects currently achieved. Whatever your vision
for your home, you can rely on unrivalled standards of quality,
workmanship and care, both now and in many years to come.

CONTACT US
t 01603 408 804 e info@idsystems.co.uk idsystems.co.uk

BI-FOLD DOORS
SLIDING DOORS
GLASS BALUSTRADES
SLIDE & TURN SYSTEMS
MOVEABLE WALLS
WINDOW & ROOF SYSTEMS
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Meeting the needs of the energy conscious

One stop shop for radiators

Stelrad has become the genuine
‘one stop shop’ when you’re looking
for radiators!

For the energy conscious consumer
frameXpress Ltd has developed its
leading line of doors, windows and
conservatories to meet their needs.

If you’re looking for any kind of radiator –
Stelrad has developed its range of
models and sizes to provide a solution
for pretty much every application.
In white or in colours, standard or
designer or decorative, horizontal
or vertical.

‘A+’ Rated windows, doors bifold doors
and bespoke conservatories with integral
blinds are produced to meet architects
and builders individual specifications.
Aluminium options available.
All products conform to the latest
industry standards and assist in carbon footprint reduction. Triple
glazing options available. For more information please call frameXpress
or visit the company’s website.

Please contact Stelrad by calling or visit their website to see the
options available!

01952 581100 www.frameXpress.co.uk

0844 543 6200 www.stelrad.com

LuxLite – The premium pitched rooflight

Clean and green with BioLPG from Calor

LuxLite is a premium aluminium pitched
rooflight for tiled or slate pitched roofs.
Designed and manufactured by market
leading company Roof-Maker Ltd,
LuxLite has a clean, contemporary
design, and comes available in bespoke
sizes up to industry leading three metres
wide. It can be installed in either
landscape or portrait orientation giving it
greater versatility than traditional
rooflights. An electronic opening version,
which also features automatic closing via
rain sensors and remote control options.This enables the product to
satisfy all the specified pitched rooflight requirements without having
to change window brands and products keeping a uniform appearance.

Eco-conscious self-builders can now do
their bit towards a greener, cleaner
environment with the launch of the UK’s
first BioLPG fuel supply from Calor.
Now, with the launch of Calor BioLPG
(a new form of liquefied petroleum gas),
it’s easy to ‘go green’ - without any
real upfront costs or upheaval.
Traditionally oil heating has been one
of the most common forms of rural
heating; however, its carbon footprint is
higher than alternative energy sources.
Many self-builders without access to mains gas opt for LPG to fuel
their property as it provides all the benefits of gas for heating, hot
water and cooking.

0116 214 7112 www.roof-maker.co.uk

askcalor@calor.co.uk

Morley launches smart solution

Integral blinds manufacturer Morley Glass & Glazing has developed
SmartMotion, a unique interface that helps installers quickly and
easily incorporate its motorised integral blinds into home automation
systems. Ian Short, managing director of Morley Glass & Glazing said:
“Home automation systems integrate various domestic applications
such as lighting, heating, safety and security, energy management,
entertainment systems – and motorised integral blinds - and are
growing in popularity in the UK, as the concept of “smart” homes
takes off. An increasing number of our customers are being asked
to incorporate our motorised Uni-blinds® integral blinds into
electric-powered home automation systems – and in the past it has
been a daunting and a complex task that could cause damage to the
wiring of the blinds or the home automation system. This inspired us to
commission the development of a unique interface called the
SmartMotion which makes the process so simple it’s child’s play.
In one easy step the operation of the blinds is smoothly integrated into
the whole home automation system so that they can be controlled at
the touch of a button, even when you’re not at home.”

WARM YOUR FLOORS

Underfloor heating is amazing, and we want to help put it in your
home. At Radiant Heating Solutions, we are passionate about
introducing a new level of comfort into your life. Whether you want
to take the chill out of your bathroom floor, heat your living room or
melt the snow on your driveway, we have the right product for you.
• Full support throughout the project whether the client is a
developer or a selfbuilder
• 7 year RHI grant plus a warranty for 7 yrs at no
extra cost
• Free no obligation quotes
• Nationwide Coverage

Call us on: 01400 250572
Email: info@heating-solutions.biz
Web address: www.heating-solutions.biz

0113 277 8722 www.morleyglass.co.uk
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Simple & Affordable Heating

U

ALL-ROUND HEATING CONTROL
JG Aura can be combined with existing
or new radiators. A single solution
capable of controlling underfloor
heating and radiators. Also allowing
occupants to manage heating for
different rooms.

nderfloor heating has never
been more affordable and
unlike bulky radiators it is
completely hidden from sight, giving
you the space to create luxurious heat
without compromising interior design.
JG Speedfit offers a wide range of UFH
equipment to make underfloor heating
simple & affordable.

INNOVATIVE, TRIED AND TESTED
HEATING SOLUTIONS
Whether building a new house or
planning an extension, you can be sure
with our huge range of systems we have
the right solution for your project. All of
our products are manufactured to the
highest standards using the latest
technologies and are compatible with
conventional and renewable energy
heat sources.
SAVE MONEY BY USING LESS ENERGY
Underfloor heating cuts bills and energy
consumption. It is more efficient and
environmentally friendly than radiators,

as it enables better heat distribution,
operates at a lower temperature than
conventional systems and is easily
programmed to only heat rooms in use.
ADD SPACE, STYLE AND VALUE TO THE PROPERTY
Underfloor heating can add value
to the property as it is considered
a luxurious form of heat. Our stylish
wall mounted or portable, JG Aura
heating controls, have a contemporary
design, adding a touch of elegance
to the way underfloor heating
is controlled.

We have a
style to match
yours
Aluminium

Cast Iron

GRP

Copper, Zinc & Stainless Steel

SMART HEATING CONTROLS
Using the free JG Aura App occupants
of a household need not worry about
returning to a cold house or forgetting
to turn off their heating when leaving.
There is freedom to manage heating
from anywhere, at anytime using a
smart device.
BRING YOUR PROJECT TO LIFE
Our highly skilled design team can offer
free CAD drawings and project cost
estimate. They pay great attention to
detail while designing the most
effective underfloor heating solution for
the property.
01895 425333 www.jgspeedfit.co.uk

Traditional and modern
gutters, pipes and hoppers
come in a comprehensive
range of aesthetic styles,
materials and colours to suit
all buildings and budgets.

For more information
please call

0113 279 5854
or email
info@rainguard.co.uk

w w w. r a i n g u a r d . c o . u k
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Making savings from
a rainy day

Stormsaver’s Lisa Farnsworth explains how rainwater harvesting
systems can help self-builders save water and reduce household
running costs

F

or those choosing to self-build,
rainwater harvesting systems are
becoming a popular solution to be
kinder to the planet and reduce
household water bills.
While historically, solar and wind
power solutions have been prominent,
the water shortages are now taking
centre stage in the UK. It is becoming
apparent that despite having had short
periods of heavy rainfall, we have to plan
to reduce the strain on the mains water
supply for the long-term future.
UK policies need changing to include
rainwater harvesting systems in new
builds which would see our country
following in the footsteps of other
countries such as Germany, Australia
and India, where rainwater harvesting is
commonplace and often mandatory.
Already, the Welsh Government and
Greater London Authority are taking
steps towards this.
Rainwater harvesting systems are
becoming a popular solution to water
shortages and greener environmental
policies. Recycling rainwater is a proven
method of reducing water bills in an
eco-friendly way that promotes
sustainability, and reduces the strain
on reservoirs and other water sources.

We have to
plan to reduce
the strain on
the mains
water supply
for the longterm future
september/october 2017

It is more important than ever to
capture and reuse rainwater where
possible. With hosepipe bans and
inconsistent weather, water shortages
are becoming daily news. Recent heavy
rainfall will not have any immediate
or long-term impact on our water
shortage issues however, and
collecting this locally is a common
sense solution. It is imperative that we
work together to utilise alternative
sources of water that will help to
preserve our planet. We can no longer
take our water supply for granted.
HOW THEY WORK
Rainwater harvesting systems can be
used by practically every household.
A storage tank is installed (usually
underground) and a multi-stage filtration
system is used to clean rainwater for
toilet flushing, irrigation, laundry
and vehicle washing. Mains water
consumption for domestic properties is
reduced by up to 50 per cent. Installing
such a system is also not as expensive as

people often think; a basic residential
system starts from around £2,000 and
commercial systems can see a payback
of less than five years.
Rainwater harvesting works by
collecting rain from roofs and filtering
out leaves and debris before storing the
water in the main storage tank. The
water is then pumped into the property
to be used for non-potable applications
such as flushing WCs and toilets or
supplying soft water to washing
machines and external taps. There is also
an overflow system so in heavy rainfall
the excess water can be discharged into
main drains. Systems come with a small
control unit which is simple to install in a
utility room or garage so you can easily
switch to mains water when required and
vice versa. Specific systems themselves
can be even more eco-friendly –
traditionally a rainwater harvesting
system uses a 900 W pump but there are
systems available that use a 90 W pump,
drastically reducing energy use and in
turn, carbon emissions.

www.sbhonline.co.uk
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HARVESTING PLANNING BENEFITS
When obtaining planning permission
for developments and self-builds, the
inclusion of eco-friendly elements can
help influence planning officers at local
councils. Rainwater harvesting systems
are often viewed favourably when
decision makers are considering the
effect of a new property, as they reduce
the impact on local resources.
SYSTEMS WORKING IN HARMONY WITH
DAY-TO-DAY LIVING
For most people, installing a rainwater
harvesting system will completely

transform the way they use water
without them noticing any difference
from using mains water.
In an environment where consumers
are worried about escalating utility
bills as the cost of living increases,
rainwater harvesting offers an effective
solution. The investment in a system
also future proofs the property against
further increased expenditure – if utility
costs continue to rise, homeowners
need not worry as they have their own
sustainable resource.
The collected rainwater itself also
offers financial advantages to

homeowners. Rainwater is softer
and kinder to washing machines and
clothes than mains water. This in turn
will allow a reduction in limescale
damage, meaning the washing machine
will have a longer life – another
added bonus. Another benefit of the
water being less harsh on clothing is
that it reduces the need for fabric
softener, which again means money
saving for homeowners and even, in the
long-term, less lorry miles for detergent
producers – another reduced
environmental impact. Although these
may seem like small or somewhat
insignificant details, savings will add
up over time.
For those choosing to self-build,
installing a rainwater harvesting system
can prove an integral part of
constructing a low cost and sustainable
property. In times of water shortages
and drought it is important that
everybody plays their role in conserving
water as our water supply can no longer
be taken for granted. There are proven
products on the market that are proven
sustainable solutions and should be
considered in all self-build projects.
Lisa Farnsworth is managing director at
Stormsaver

New Kingspan Shallow-Dig Rainwater
Harvesting System

Kingspan has launched a new premium ‘shallow dig’ domestic
rainwater system, which joins the company’s well-established portfolio
of rainwater-recycling solutions. The Gamma Rainwater range is a lowcost installation for self-build projects and residential developments. Its
profile requires a shallower dig and less excavation than traditional
rainwater harvesting systems as well as less backfill to secure it in place.
It’s also ideally suited to rocky strata conditions where deep digs are
not possible. Gamma is designed as a ‘fit-and-forget’ system, providing
homeowners with a seamless, automatic supply of harvested rainwater.
It works by channelling rain from roof gutters, filtering out leaves and
debris and then storing the water in an underground tank. This water is
then conveyed to appliances (WCs, washing machines, outdoor taps
etc) either direct, via a header tank, or is pumped direct from the main
storage tank where a tank is impractical. Systems which supply WCs or
washing machines are automatically backed up with mains water
at no inconvenience to the householder. Dave Vincent, Commercial
Director for Kingspan Water Management (GB and Ireland) advises:
“A rainwater harvesting system can halve the amount of water used by
a homeowner and rainwater harvesting systems will remain a constant
feature of any development, ensuring targets for water management
continue to be met for years to come.”
klargester@kingspan.com
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M-Tray® provides an instant
and sustainable green roof

C

onstruction of green roofs is
often a problem for installers who
do not have specific landscaping
skills. Rolling out the correct drainage
and filtration layers, loose substrate and
sedum blankets is a difficult process in
many cases. The substrates used are
often unsuitable for growing plants and
can contain contaminants, affecting

september/october 2017

drainage systems and risking damage
to roof membranes. Imported sedum
blankets can also risk contaminating
native plant species.
All the necessary substrate, drainage
and filtration elements are correctly
measured and pre-loaded into the
specially designed plastic module.
Sedum plants are pre-grown and fully
established and everything is contained.
There is no mess and nothing spills out.
The plants are fully established and
mature. Wallbarn grows the trays from
seed and cuttings in a dedicated
nursery, ensuring strong root growth
and robust plants which will not be
damaged in the way rolled up sedum
blankets are, with less risk of die back
and shock after installation.
Each module can be carried by hand.
Just place them down and clip together.
The joints will become invisible to form
a seamless, fully established green roof.

M-Tray® truly is an instant green roof
which is loaded with a mixture of sedum
species designed to give
comprehensive cover, a diverse mixture
of textures and colours, and flowering
species throughout the summer which
will attract butterflies and bees.
M-Tray® is designed and manufactured
in Britain!
0208 916 2222
www.wallbarn.com

www.sbhonline.co.uk
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Handmade clay tiles create historic-style
Canterbury handmade clay plain tiles
from a leading roof systems
manufacturer, Marley Eternit have been
used to create an authentic roof for a
new build historic-style cottage in the
Denham Conservation area. Marley
Eternit’s range of Canterbury tiles are
handmade by skilled craftsmen, using
locally sourced Etruria Marl, generally
accepted to be the finest clay for
strength and durability. The tiles are
available in three colours; Chailey
(orange), Loxleigh (antique) and Burford (brown) with their own
handmade fittings range. For more information, literature and samples,
please call or visit Marley Eternit’s website.

EST. 1987

SEWAGE TREATMENT
PLANTS FOR PROPERTIES
WITHOUT MAINS DRAINAGE
• Simple process
• Simple installation
• Economical maintenance
• Tested to EN 12566 - Part 3

NEW ‘T9’
FOR 9
PERSONS

01283 722588 www.marleyeternit.co.uk/handmade

‘T6’

FAKRO roof windows set new standards

AIR BLOWERS
AND SPARES

FAKRO DEF and DMF flat roof windows
have redefined the visual aesthetic for
such products, the quadruple-glazed
DEF U8 offering a U-value of 0.76
W/m²K, ideal for Passivhaus and energyefficient construction. The triple-glazed
DEF U6 has also been awarded a Red
Dot Design Award, further evidence of
innovation by the FAKRO team of more
than 100 engineers. The ‘ColourLine®’
option also provides scope to specify the
window finish in any RAL colour from the
‘Classic Palette’ so whether to blend with roof landscaping or interior
design features the design scope offered is virtually limitless. For more
information please contact FAKRO or visit the website.

RAINWATER
HARVESTING
Tel: 01278 786104
Fax: 01278 793380
Email: sales@biodigester.com

www.biodigester.com
Burnham Environmental Services Ltd.

sales@fakrogb.com

PROTECT YOUR PROPERTY WITH

from
this
to
this

GUARANTEED WATERTIGHT FOR 20 YEARS
Contact us by telephone on +44 (0) 1327 701900 or email us at dryseal@hambleside-danelaw.co.uk
www.dryseal.org | www.dryseal.ie
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Pick up the pace
with SIPs

Timber Innovations’ Ian McCarthy explains why the interest in SIPs as a
modern method of construction continues to grow fast

T

he UK is seeing a rapidly
increasing enthusiasm among
self-builders and others in the
construction sector to opt for structural
insulated panels (SIPs) as their primary
build method.
SIPs are another “modern” method
of construction that have actually
been around for some time – in fact,
SIPs are popular in the United States,
where they have been in use for over
half a century.
An advanced method of construction,
SIPs offer excellent thermal performance
and lightweight structural strength.
SIPs use less timber than traditional
timber frame and are one of the most
economical and eco-friendly forms
of construction.
SIPs are used in walls and roofs for
residential, commercial and educational
sites, providing ecologically friendly
and energy efficient buildings. They are
usually used in conjunction with metal
web joists for upper floor systems.
The structural panels are made in
a continuous production process by
expanding the insulation material
between the two outside facings
of 15 mm oriented strand board (OSB)
– it is this ‘autohesively’ bonded
sandwich that gives this type of SIP
panel its exceptional levels of
performance and robustness.

SIPs are
particularly
popular when
it comes to
creating ‘rooms
in the roof’
september/october 2017

SIPs can be custom designed for
each building. For example, Timber
Innovations’ SIPs are produced at an
in-house factory following the bespoke
design and desire of customers. The end
result is a building that is extremely
strong, energy efficient and cost-effective.
SPEED OF CONSTRUCTION
One of the most popular reasons
why customers choose timber frame is
the swiftness of construction, and SIP
homes go up much faster than
traditionally timber-framed buildings.
This in turn can relate to cost, which is
of course an important factor in any
self-build project. Customers appreciate
the budgetary benefits to timber frame
and SIPs – the swiftness of the building’s
erection means you reduce both
construction and labour costs, an
understandably popular consideration.
SIPs can also offer much more
versatility than other construction
materials, allowing a multitude of
possibilities beyond the conventional
for those still involved in the design
stage. One of the spin offs of this is that
it offers, for instance, more habitable
living space in the finished project.
For example, sloping roof panels create
an open space that can maximise
all opportunities for full utilisation.
Where once conventional roof carpentry
to create the roof space left a ‘spider’s
web’ of posts and beams, SIPs offer
the capability to span from ridge to
eaves with, at most, one intervening
horizontal beam.
This means that SIPs are proving
particularly popular when it comes
to creating ‘rooms in the roof’; for
instance in three storey townhouses,
or to simply add extra room in a one or
two-storey building.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS
Another important consideration is that
SIPs are one of the most environmentally

friendly methods of construction and
make a significant environmental
impact by reducing energy use and
greenhouse gas emissions. A SIPs
building provides continuous insulation,
is extremely airtight, allows for better
control over indoor air quality and helps
save natural resources.
When compared to older construction
methods, SIPs produce buildings
that are generally more energy efficient,
stronger, quieter and more airtight.
Less air leakage means fewer drafts,
fewer noise penetrations and
significantly lower energy bills, thus a
reduction in CO2 emissions.
Some of the other benefits which can be
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gained for self-build projects by
choosing SIPs include:
• extra floor space;
• doors, windows etc., are always be
pre-framed with the structure;
• environmental sustainability;
• a robust and solid feel;
• the use of less timber than
conventional timber frame
construction;
• excellent resale potential.
CASE STUDY
A recent self-build project involving the
use of SIPs panels proved to be a
particularly unique challenge, as the
client required a swift build process that
had the correct specifications to be
erected on top of their existing
basement.
It was extremely important that this
construction was quick to create a
weather-tight shell over the existing
level, as well as ensuring that the
structure was designed in a way – with
the correct materials specified – to
guarantee the basement could
effectively support the building.
The client chose to use SIP panels that
could meet the erection time
requirements, and the lightweight
construction limited the need for extra
reinforcements on the pre-laid
foundations – meaning significant cost

48
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savings and achieving an improved
U-value for the property of 0.18.
The prefabricated system allowed the
frame to be designed accurately and
co-ordinated exactly with the basement
design prior to arrival onsite. The precise
engineering eliminated any
discrepancies that could have occurred
onsite. Additional features included the
integration of an MVHR system – due to
the use of SIPs, great insulation
properties and inherently good
airtightness values were achieved.
As the advantages of SIPs become
increasingly more persuasive to many,
some companies are taking further
measures to assist those interested;
for example, SIPsInnovations is a
specialist division of our firm, which
was created to meet the increased
demand for the energy efficient and
environmentally friendly construction
system.
At the last count, 75 per cent of selfbuilders were choosing timber frame as
their primary method of construction,
and the enthusiasm is reflected
throughout the construction industry.
SIPs are no longer the ‘new kid on the
self-build block’. SIPs, for many, are
the future!
Ian McCarthy is business development
manager at Timber Innovations
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THOMAS CARTER LTD
building tomorrows standards today

¿ SIP design
& Manufacture

¿ Full house kits

¿ Extension kits

Sipco have successfully completed over 200 projects to date.
We can provide references on our work and welcome potential clients
to visit our production facility to discuss their requirements with our
technical team.

¿ Contact Information
please visit our website

We are an innovative company who specialise in the design and building of
sustainable homes, extensions and conversions. Our main form of structure
utilises Structural Insulated Panels. These panels are extremely versatile in
their application and provide unrivalled performance both in air tightness and
insulation. We are a registered delivery partner for Kingspan Tek the leading
producer in the UK and Europe for insulation Technologies.

www.thesipcompany.com
or alternatively email

info@thesipcompany.com

0844 335 3997
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0845 263 8250
www.thomascarter.co.uk
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SterlingOSB StrongFix
The new SterlingOSB StrongFix panel
from Norbord has been designed to
strengthen and provide secure
anchorage areas in metal C-stud dry
lining applications, for fixtures and
fittings up to 400kg – such as cabinets,
radiators, wash basins and railings.
Simple to fit, SterlingOSB StrongFix is
precision-engineered to fit metal C-stud
walls with 600mm centres. A continuous
recess down one side allows quick
installation and ensures a seamless finish,
ready for hanging plasterboard without adding extra thickness to the
stud wall. The pre-prepared panels boast the same inherent qualities as
SterlingOSB 3 which, unlike ply, has no knots or voids.
www.norbord.co.uk

Class 0&1 is not good enough
For years we have spoken of Class 0&1
BS476 Parts 6&7. Now is the time we
asked for 30 and 60 minutes fire
protection. Once fire gets to a product it
only takes one minute for it to burn even
with Class 0&1. Envirograf have
developed Product 42 – a HW02/E Clear
and HW01 White intumescent coating
that is giving both 30 and 60 minutes fire
protection to timber, according to
thickness and type of timber or timber
related products. These products can
upgrade old panelled doors to fire doors and can be coated over
existing paints or varnish. These coatings can also be used externally
such as on stables, sheds and facing timbers.
01304 842 555 www.envirograf.com

Fabric First
Scotframe manufacture Val-U-Therm PLUS
the unique factory insulated PU closed panel
wall, roof and floor system.
     
       

 

  
  


 

AIRTIGHTNESS

THERMAL
PERFORMANCE

ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

SPEED OF
CONSTRUCTION

www.scotframetimberengineering.co.uk
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EXTENSIVE FREEDOM OF DESIGN
WITH GUARANTEED SYSTEM SAFETY
Designing your dream bathroom has never been easier! Our versatile product portfolio has got it all covered;
from insulating and ready-to-tile wall, floor, bath or pipe cladding boards, through pre-formed wetroom trays
and total systems, to practical design elements such as niches or benches - all our elements, whether off the shelf
or to a bespoke size, are designed to interlock and guarantee system saftey for the whole floor to wall system.
A completely 100% waterproof bathroom, wetroom or shower, for your total peace of mind.

A seamless alternative to traditional tiling!
A new innovation from wedi in 2017: a wide
range of wedi Fundo Top     
     

All elements are designed to interlock and
     
       
    



 
   


      
  
  
     
  

Thermally insulating

Wheelchair accessible

Ready to be tiled

Extremely lightweight

Installation advantages
save time and money

Easy to cut on site

+(&%&$$($($&

Wide variety of designs
*!!#0&#($&"('

Bespoke production
is available

Furthermore, our buildling boards can also be used to construct free-standing partition walls and tileable
(&$$" )&#()& ') ' +''(# $& '!*# # & *# *!! #  .,! $&"( !!$+# -$) (
freedom to create curved or semi-curved shapes!
Here at wedi, we take pride in our outstanding
             
you are looking for, be sure to contact us to help
design a customised solution tailored to your needs.
Our technical support line is available Monday to
Friday to answer any of your questions with regards
to installation or customisation, so that your project
is completed in time and to the highest standards.

Think quality

Think reassurance

Think versatility

Think

+-'("'(/#( &)&-& /&)&--/&0$&& /  /Tel:  

/Fax:  
  
https://www.facebook.com/wedi.uk · technical@wedi.co.uk · www.wedi.co.uk · https://twitter.com/wediuk
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EnviroVent extends new ventilation app

EnviroVent as responded to strong
market demand for a ‘smart’ way to
control ventilation requirements by
making its app available for
energisava 250 and 380 MVHR
(Mechanical Ventilation with Heat
Recovery) systems. The myenvirovent
app offers installers an intelligent
commissioning feature, which saves
considerable time on-site. It allows them
to connect directly to the unit through
the app without the need for a wireless
internet connection and to access the dedicated installer mode to
commission the airflow rates and select additional options in the unit’s
ventilation settings page.




info@envirovent.com

CRL Stone launches Ceralsio tiles

 


Ceralsio tiles from CRL Stone are made
from porcelain, a hardwearing, nonporous material that makes the ideal
floor surface for all areas of the home,
including the kitchen and bathroom.
Flooring in the bathroom needs to be
water-proof, easy to clean and hard
wearing. Ceralsio from CRL Stone is a
porcelain surface that meets all these
requirements. Durable and non-porous,
Ceralsio is the ideal material for use in
the bathroom, available in two
thicknesses – 6mm for wall cladding and 10mm for floor tiling – and a
large choice of tile sizes from 30 x 30cm to 150 x 300cm. Available in
25 colours, Ceralsio tiles tap into the latest trends in interior design.

 



ceralsio@crlstone.co.uk

OPEN 7
DAYS A WEEK

FREE

Home Measure
& 3D Design

FREE

Click & Collect

Finance Available*

EXCLUSIVE FOR SELFBUILDERS

Get an extra 20% off

BATHROOMS & TILES
Use discount code: SBH

Online or In Store. Offer Ends 30.09.17

Order By Phone 0330 660 1120
Order Online easybathrooms.com
UKs largest bathroom & tile
distribution centre

Order In Store (Nationwide)
13 Stores located across the country

*Terms and conditions apply. E & OE
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Purevision slimline models

Combining classic and contemporary style

Charlton & Jenrick is pleased to
announce the launch of the slimline
versions of its popular Purevision stoves.
New models are available in the new
slimline format are the PV5W, BPV5W
(Black – pictured) and the Classic CPV5W.
The new versions keep the same look,
design and feel but benefit from being
shallower and in the case of the Classic
stove also shorter. This was after feedback
from their customers who love the look
and performance of the Purevision stoves but were looking for a more
universal fitting stove that would fit into more situations. Charlton &
Jenrick have recently announced a significant price decrease across the
Purevision range.

Ashcott is the latest model from
Mendip Stoves. It has an innovative
magnetic door for easy closing and
offers the perfect blend between
classic and contemporary styling with
its large viewing window, elegant legs
and fuss-free finish with stainless steel
handle. Providing a 4.7kW heat output,
the Ashcott has a direct outside air
connector for maximum efficiency.
The Ashcott costs from £925.00.
This stove is also part of the
Woodland Trust offer from Eurostove. For every stove sold, Mendip
Stoves will donate £10 to the Woodland Trust, the UK’s leading
conservation charity.

sales@charltonandjenrick.co.uk

01934 750500 www.eurostove.co.uk

A clear reflection with demista™
Though many of us may prefer a fuzzy vision of ourselves first thing in the morning, having a
mist free mirror must surely be an advantage for shaving, applying make up or styling hair.
Once a demista™ heated mirror pad is installed, you will always have a clear view, no matter
how steamed up the bathroom may be.
The pads are available in a variety of sizes, and should your mirror be exceptionally large, they
can be fitted in multiples to cover the entire area. Bespoke sizes are also available. Once fitted it
requires no maintenance. Easy to install demista™ is the original and innovative heated mirror
pad, introduced over 25 years ago, with proven standards of reliability, whilst providing an
immediate local back up service. The original demista™ heated pads have been the first
choice for housebuilders and developers, architects and specifiers, both in the United Kingdom
and abroad.
The company also produces a range of underfloor heating systems to suit every room in the
house, including wet areas such as bathrooms and kitchens. Choose from Cosyfloor™, Ecofloor
and Ecomat, for overall warmth and to save space by eliminating radiators. For more information
visit demista’s website or contact them by calling.
sales@demista.co.uk

www.theradiatorgallery.com
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Fires & Fireplaces Showcase
Gazco
Producing a heat output of 1-2kW and
featuring Gazco’s Chromalight® Immersive
LED System, the Skope is a fire that
not only provides heat but also a
visual spectacle.
Requiring only a standard three-pin socket
to function, the Gazco Skope allows you to
choose from a spectrum of 12 different fuel
bed colours to match any décor.

Stovax
Exuding contemporary elegance, the
Stovax Vogue Small T offers stunning flame
visuals with ample heat.

For contemporary elegance, multi-sided
models can be selected with the chic Trento
surround, removing the need for any
extensive building work and easily mounted
onto almost any wall.

Dunsley Heat

For more information on Stovax Vougue
Small T please visit the website.

In ordinary stoves, air comes up beneath
the fuel, so that smoke, heat and waste
gases are thrown from the top of the fuel
into the chimney. The Yorkshire Stove is
different – air enters above the fuel,
sweeping in front of the window, forcing
smoke down into the hottest part of the fire
and on into a refractory-lined 'afterburn'
chamber. The result is not just near-zero
smoke emission, but greatly improved
efficiency, virtually instant controllability and
a truly astonishing swirling flame pattern.
The Yorkshire’s built in thermostat
automatically monitors central heating
temperature and controls the incoming air
to regulate how fiercely the fire burns.

www.stovax.com

www.dunsleyheat.co.uk

Ecodesign Ready, and smoke control
approved, this is an ultra-green heating
solution for the eco-conscious homeowner.
With the option to select a Midline log
store base or Plinth, this stove’s portrait
aesthetics can be enhanced further,
elevating its height and increasing its
vertical presence.

september/october 2017

www.gazco.com
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Firing imaginations for over 35 years
     
WOODBURNING

| GAS |

  
| M U LT I - F U E L | E L E C T R I C

stovax.com
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Fires & Fireplaces Showcase
Nu-Flame

Gazco
The Gazco Reflex 75T offers the ultimate in
gas fire ambience, with flames almost
indistinguishable from those of a real
woodburning fire.
Available to be selected with one of many
frames, mantels and linings, the Reflex
75T’s styling options offer a huge variety to
suit any décor.
Aside from its stunning aesthetics, this
fire is also at the pinnacle of gas fire
technology. Fully compatible with an
innovative app, you can programme the fire
to come on at certain times and
temperatures, all from your mobile device.
www.gazco.com

september/october 2017

You deserve great looking, high efficiency
products that are built to last and that's
exactly what Nu-Flame offers. For over 25
years Nu-Flame has bought together the
widest range of both open and glass
fronted fires, combining the very best of
British Innovation, Design and Engineering.
With Nu-Flame you are guaranteed Quality,
Realism and Efficiency. Nu-Flame has
invested heavily in its own research and
development facility at their factory in
Surrey, where all Nu-Flame fires are made.
This has enabled Nu-Flame to produce an
unrivalled range of fires, including their
Energis Range with stunning good looks
and industry leading efficiencies.
www.nu-flame.co.uk

Gazco
Marrying elegant lines with a bevelled cast
iron exterior, the Gazco Vogue Midi T
Midline is a gas stove that offers an
impressive three-sided view of tall,
dancing flames.
Featuring a highly realistic log-effect fuel
bed, the flames are reflected about the
sides of the interior thanks to Gazco’s
EchoFlame Black Glass lining.
Highly efficient, and available as
conventional or balanced flue models, this
stove is an ideal focal point for any modernstyled interior. For more information please
visit Gazco’s website.
www.gazco.com

www.sbhonline.co.uk
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OPEN FRONTED GAS FIRES
MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY

Less Gas In More Heat
Out!

  
 


We specialise in a wide range of projects including:
• Self Builds
• New Builds
• Renovation Projects

NEW ENERGIS RANGE
FIRES TO EXCEED YOUR EXPECTATIONS
BE INSPIRED VISIT

www.nu-flame.co.uk

• Barn Conversions
• Extensions
• Basement Conversions

Visit: www.selfbuildfloors.co.uk
Email: info@selfbuildfloors.co.uk
Phone: 0114 231 5937

Tel: 020 8254 6802

BRITISH MADE

Need help with
your wooden floor?
For new installations or renovations –
speak to your local Bona Certified Contractor!
At Bona we are passionate about wood floors.
Our range of oils and lacquers have been used
worldwide for nearly a century to protect and finish
beautiful wood surfaces.
To help you prolong the life of your floor, we’ve
trained a network of wood floor specialists in the
use of our dust-free sanding system and high
performance coatings.
Call us on 01908 525 150 or use the ‘Find your
contractor’ tool on our website at bona.com
to find your local wood floor specialist.
Bona Limited
Tel 01908 525 150
info.uk@bona.com
bona.com
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The grass is greener

David Hedges-Gower of Lawn Solutions explains how to care for a lawn and
offers his tips on keeping it in top condition during the colder months

W

hen taking on a self-build
project the house itself is of
course a focus, but that
doesn’t mean the garden should be
neglected. It’s often the finishing
touches outside a property that make or
break the overall look, and a neat and
tidy lawn is sure to impress.
GRASS OR LAWN?
It may seem a silly question, but what
constitutes a lawn? Is there a difference
between grass and lawn? Of course,
we all call what we have in our gardens
lawn. But what about parks, verges,
green areas within industrial or shopping
areas, football pitches, golf courses and
fields. These are all grassy areas, so
when does grass become a lawn?
It’s estimated that there are around 10
– 20 million lawns in the UK, but that
figure depends on your definition. Often
a lawn is considered to be an area of
grass that is cared for and looked after.
But what many people don’t understand
is that one way of caring for grass is
simply cutting or mowing it. And
whether by a lawn mower or animal,
almost every area of grass you can think
of receives this treatment. Therefore,
while that figure of 10 – 20 million may
be accurate for domestic gardens, in the
grand scheme of things it’s probably
closer to hundreds of millions, covering
an enormous area.
So with so many lawns out there, how
do you make sure yours stands a cut
above the rest? Grass is often not
recognised in the manner it deserves.
It’s one of the most natural plants in
existence and has adapted and survived
for thousands of years. Perhaps it’s this
ability to adapt that means so many of
us take lawns for granted. These are just
some of the mistakes people make
when it comes to lawns:
• Forgetting that just like everything
else in your new garden, grass is, put
simply, a plant growing in soil. Why
treat it with any less care?
• Not realising how simple lawn care
can be – did you know mowing is a

september/october 2017

form or pruning?
• Getting rid of cut grass clippings. This
actually serves as a natural food for
grass, so by removing it you then
need to replenish the grass to
compensate.
• Not adjusting the way we care for
lawn to keep up with changing
weather patterns.
• Not understanding what natural grass
actually is and what makes it grow.
Lawn care should be taken seriously as
it’s vital to our living environment and
more importantly, to our planet.
LAWN CARE MYTHS
So what about the various things we’ve
been told over the years about looking
after our lawns? There are some real ‘tall
stories’ out there! We all love a good
fable but some myths are not so
entertaining. Some examples of these
lawn maintenance myths can be found in
the next few paragraphs.
USING A SPRINGBOK RAKE FOR MOSS CONTROL
This is a myth that needs clarifying. Moss
control should actually be taken care of
by controlling thatch, as moss is a
by-product of allowing thatch to

One way of
caring for
grass is simply
cutting or
mowing it
build up. Scarification performed using
a machine not only controls thatch more
easily, it also prunes our natural grasses.
This allows them to self-produce new
plants, saving you the job of adding
them yourself. Springbok rakes (the ones
with long, thin tines) can remove thatch
and moss, but so could a dinner fork!
AERATING LAWNS WITH A FORK
Another myth that needs busting is
that a fork should be used for aerating.
This will actually only fractionally
improve less than one per cent of
garden lawns – only lawns with
near-perfect lawn soils will see an
improvement. A fork is a tool that will
make holes like a stiletto. For longer-

www.sbhonline.co.uk
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lasting results, hollow tining is the way to
go. This allows air space to remain in the
soil for longer. A solid mass, i.e. a fork
inserted into a near-solid mass cannot
relieve compaction. Lawn care
professionals across the world don’t use
garden forks for aeration – if it’s not
good enough for them, it shouldn't be
good enough for us.
Springbok rakes and forks are tools
that have been adapted from their

60
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original design and purpose – a
springbok for raking leaves and debris
and a fork for digging over vegetable
patches and flowerbeds. They are not
designed for use on our lawns. It’s little
wonder many lawns don’t improve with
these myths still in circulation.
COLDER MONTHS
Although summer is the time we enjoy
and make the most of our gardens, our

lawns still need tender loving care
through the colder months. So how
should we look after our lawns during
autumn? Here are some hints and tips to
help you get the most out of your lawn
care over the coming months:
• Mowing: Growth should be starting to
slow down so you can begin reducing
the regularity while at the same time
gradually increasing the cutting
height.
• Aeration: If conditions are moist
enough you can consider an early
aeration, but beware of any late
‘Indian summer’ weather when the
lawn can easily dry out.
• Scarification: This is a good time to
start light thatch control.
• Feeding: If you are scarifying, apply a
good balanced autumn feed
afterwards.
• Moss control: This is the perfect time
for moss treatment. Remember to do
this after scarification, not before, so
that it kills moss plants and spores at
the base of the sward.
Keep to these autumn rules for a
healthy, happy lawn… it will thank you
for it!
David Hedges-Gower is a leading lawn
specialist and owner of Lawn Solutions
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Designing driveways, car parks or even
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PP25 Porous Paver

The vast majority of our
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Park
and Drive

TRUCKGRID-MAX

• Vehicle parking
• Access roads
• Fire and emergency access
• Highway verges and laybys
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PP30 Porous Paver

25mm deep lightweight paver
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PP40 Porous Paver

PP50 Porous Paver
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Our heaviest duty porous paver
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Grasscrete

the environmental paving solutiuon
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To purchase:

To speak to a specialist:

Call: 01376 503869
email: sales@sure-green.com
Website: www.sure-green.com

Call: 07703 784558
email: paul.munday@sure-green.com
Technical Website: www.sure-ground.com

  %  #   
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Grass Concrete Limited
After architecture, lighting design has the greatest effect on a space, yet
it is often overlooked. It is a combination of both science and art. The
science ensures that there is the right lighting for you to perform the
tasks you need to, and the art to make the space look, and most
importantly, feel beautiful. Whether it is a single room you would like
some help with, or a complete building and garden/landscape, Lighting
Projects provides as much assistance as you need. We offer different levels
of support from ideas & suggestions only through to fully managed plans
and installations. Prices start from £199.

Birmingham UK :+44 (0) 121 663 0013 Dublin IRL : +353 (0) 1 969 7897
info@lighting-projects.com
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Duncan House, 142 Thornes Lane, Thornes,
Wakefield, West Yorkshire WF2 7RE England
Tel: +44(0)1924 379443
Fax: +44(0)1924 290289

Innovative green engineering

www.grasscrete.com
www.sbhonline.co.uk
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HOME STYLING

WORKING IT
FROM HOME
The hottest interior trends are making their way
into the home office and what’s more, they could
actually be aiding your productivity. Abby Chinery
looks at the most desirable decor trends that you
should be adopting

W

hen it comes to creating a space
for working from home which is
not only stylish and harmonious,
but also which supports efficient working,
picking the right colours and textures is
key. Here are some options.

SCANDINAVIAN AND JAPANESE DESIGN
Despite being two disparate nations,
Scandinavian and Japanese designs have
one thing in common: minimalism.
Sometimes considered stark and cold,
minimalism could however hold the key

GREEN
Voted Pantone’s colour of the year 2017,
bright green would be the perfect hue to
inject a refreshing nature-inspired feel to
your home office, as opposed sterile
white which has been an office favourite
for some time.
The effect colours have on our mood
has been well documented; the University
of Texas established that certain colours,
used in a work environment, can produce
feelings of melancholy and depression.
Green, on the other hand, has been said
to promote productivity, and it works
especially well in sectors where
employees regularly work for lengthy
periods at a time.
RAW WHITE
There is no doubt that white is still
popular for interiors. However, the
distinction with this hot trend is that ‘raw’
white includes chalkier and bonecoloured whites that are far from clinical.
Having a light and airy room will
improve your productivity, as exposure to
bright white and daylight makes you feel
more awake. According to a study by
Travelodge, Britain’s workaholics prefer a
neutral colour-scheme when working,
making it less likely to for people to
procrastinate whilst working. It is also
representative of a blank canvas, allowing
time to focus your mind on the task at
hand without being distracted by objects
and make you unfocused.
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to work productivity. Reports indicate that
working in a space with little interior
decor will encourage your brain to
perform better and therefore increase
work productivity.
According to a study conducted by the
Princeton Neuroscience Institute, being in
a room surrounded by an excess of
objects within your eyeline distracts the
brain, making it harder to focus on the
task at hand.
Leading experts in interior design
indicate that a busy and chaotic working
environment can portray the disorder and
confusion in your life, creating an
environment that is difficult to concentrate
in. Clearing your home office and creating

a minimalistic space can help you to
achieve success in your professional life.
FAUX FINISHES
Marble may have reached its peak in
2016, but this trend, along with other faux
finishes, hasn’t budged from our interior
hotlist in 2017. Homeowners, designers
and companies alike are turning to faux
materials for a budget friendly design in
various rooms around the home.
It is now common to see big companies
using faux décor in their office design,
creating a sleek and stylish look to the eye
maintaining a professional minimalist
design, while helping to increase work
proficiency. Design ideas include the use
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Being in a room
surrounded by an
excess of objects
within your eyeline
distracts the brain
of faux marble, artificial grass and plants.
Popular communications company Skype,
for example, has included a faux-lawn to
its grounds to “encourage collaboration
and creativity” among its employees.
TEXTURE
As industrial designer Jinsop Lee said in
his 2013 TEDX talk, great design appeals
to all the senses. Following this theory,
introducing various textures in the home
has been on every interior designer’s
agenda, particularly this year.
Occupational therapist Susan Fowler
wrote: “In order for a person to enjoy and
participate in activities, the right amount
of sensory input needs to be provided”.

september/october 2017

Using an eclectic mix of fabrics and
materials, such as wood, could help
provide stimulation when working from
home as every human being needs some
connection and engagement in their
lives. But beware not to make your office
decor overly-distracting, because having
an abundance of objects surrounding
you while working can lead to
procrastination. Stick to Japanese-style
ceramics with clean lines and artisanal
wood ornaments (sparingly) to be a part
of this trend.
BOTANICAL TOUCHES
Bold botanical prints, especially of the
tropical variety, create a modern twist on

the traditional floral design style regularly
seen throughout the spring and summer
season. Bringing the outdoors ‘in’ is a
highly popular interior design trend at
the moment and reports suggest it could
have a positive effect on your
productivity whilst working.
It was concluded in an experiment
conducted in 2011, led by scholars in
Norway, that “indoor plants in an office
can prevent fatigue during attention
demanding work”. Not only that, but
property experts Fast Sale Homes have
said that botanical touches can also
provide benefits when trying to sell a
home, proving the advantageous effects
they have on our psyche.
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P NELAND FURNITURE LTD – 01299 271143

The versatile panel solution
An advanced multi-layer acrylic panel
that looks like glass, Lustrolite from
Abacus Manufacturing Group is ideal
for heavy-duty vertical applications, such
as shower walls kitchen splashbacks.
The product is quick and easy to install
and, with its gloss finish, ultra-hygienic,
hard-coated non-stick surface, does not
harbour mould or calcium; bacterial
growth is eliminated. Lustrolite can also
be installed over existing wall finishes so
is perfect for renovations. The material is
cut and drilled on site using standard woodworking tools, with cut-outs
for plug sockets or valves easily formed, so the need for lengthy and
costly templating is avoided.
info@lustrolite.co.uk

Shop with the BLANCO à la Carte brochure
• 100% solid wood kitchens – no MDF, chipboard or ply
• Dovetail jointed drawers – mortise and tenon joints for carcases
• Free design service, individual, hand drawn plans
• Non-standard sizes, at no extra cost, to suit your kitchens dimensions
• Fully assembled units; no annoying flat-pack assembly
• Straightforward, easy to understand costing: prices include VAT & delivery
• Knotted, primed and painted units are now available
Pineland is a privately owned, family company that has been established for over 20 years.
We believe in listening to our clients, and our hand drawn plans, reflect our customers
desires and opinions. The final design combines well planned functionality, with elegance
and beauty, and our clients are often surprised how all this can be achieved at such a
reasonable cost.
Visit our website: www.pineland.co.uk Email: enquiries@pineland.co.uk
Or call our offices: CLEOBURY MORTIMER, SHROPSHIRE: 01299 271143
NORTHWICH, CHESHIRE: 01606 41292

Choosing the perfect kitchen sink has
never been simpler with the BLANCO à
la Carte Inset and Undermount Studio
Collection brochure. With over 40
sink models on display, this glossy
brochure guides the buyer through the
nuances and accessories of each one.
The brochure uses beautiful, high
quality imagery and detailed
descriptions to present every product.
Helpful information such as dimensions,
pricing and materials of each sink and
tap is included, making the selection process as simple as possible.
BLANCO’s attention to detail is highlighted through the versatile range
of colours and materials.
info@blanco.co.uk
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Show home remodel marks
25th anniversary celebrations

S

elf-build specialist Potton is
celebrating the 25th anniversary of
its Self Build Show Centre by
kicking off a major renovation to one of
the five show homes on site.
Built in 1992 when the centre
was opened, The Milchester has seen a
number of makeovers and redecorations
over the past 25 years and is now the
second show centre home to be
completely remodelled as part of
Potton’s Show Centre revamp
programme.
As one of the most popular show
homes on the site, the 3,000 ft2 five
bedroom Milchester will lose its formal
interior décor and outdated soft
furnishings to make way for a modern yet
traditional blend of fixtures, fittings and
furnishings that are more reflective of
today’s family living.
The renovation will see the home
completely remodelled through a host of

major internal structural changes
including the installation of a new
Shaker-style kitchen and new bathrooms
throughout. The Milchester’s new
configuration will transform it into a

modern, open-plan living space
complemented by a ‘shabby chic’ interior
design scheme courtesy of Potton selfbuilder and interior design enthusiast
Gill Deeks.
With completion of the renovation due
in February next year, Potton temporarily
closed the doors on the old show home
in early September. The rest of the show
centre remains open.
Commenting on the makeover,
Potton’s marketing manager Fae Perkins
said: “We are extremely excited to begin
the next phase of our Show Centre
revamp programme. The programme,
which to date has seen the major
renovation and refurbishment of the
Gransden show home and the
construction of our fifth show home, The
Elsworth – a contemporary home
designed to Passivhaus standards – is
reflective of the way family requirements
and lifestyles constantly evolve.”

BESPOKE SPIRAL STAIRCASES
SELFBUILDER & HOMEMAKER
IS INDEPENDENTLY
VERIFIED BY ABC

september/october 2017

www.spiralstairsystems.co.uk
info@spiralstairsystems.co.uk
01794 522444

COMPLETE

STAIR
SYSTEMS

www.sbhonline.co.uk
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AIR TIGHTNESS & TESTERS

BATHROOMS & SHOWERS

Pegasus Whirlpool Baths

BUILDING REGULATION
COMPLIANCE TESTING
Part E: Sound Insulation
Part F: Ventilation
Part L: Air Tightness

Fast Response

Nationwide Service

Fully Accredited

ATTMA Members

UK’s No. 1

Competitive Fees

HEATING, VENTILATION &
SERVICES

Call Today: 0800 587 1000
Quote Ref:-BS001 to receive a discount

compliance@bsria.co.uk

www.bsria.co.uk

Bespoke! Not all Whirlpool Baths are made the same...

DOORS & WINDOWS

sash window locks
ROLA

ROLA

Ask about our bespoke Flush-Jet™ & Flush-Spa™ options
01633 244555 :: info@pegasuswhirlpoolbaths.co.uk
www.pegasuswhirlpoolbaths.co.uk
61-62 Lower Dock St, Kingsway, Newport, Gwent. NP20 1EF

Discount Code: SBH4011

www.sashwindowlock.com
Tel: 0844 482 20 34 Fax 01708 768 825

LODGES

FINANCE

Need some extra accommodation?
Building your own home?
Kids saving for a deposit?
Parents moving back in?

WE SAVE YOU MONEY
Thinking of a self-build project?
We offer a complete service to assist
you including:
• Friendly professional advice, tailored
to your needs, from a qualified
Chartered Surveyor
• Practical solutions that add real value
We protect your interests and remove
the worry
Office 78, ViewPoint, Derwentside Business Centre, Consett DH8 6BN
01207 693983 info@ashdan-consulting.com www.ashdan-consulting.com

THE SUNRISE LODGE SELF-CONTAINED
ANNEX FOR JUST £24,995
•

40’ x 13’ log cabin fitted with
kitchen, bathrooms, beds and
appliances

•

Plus extra winter pack
insulation, double glazing &
gas central heating

•

Free delivery to anywhere
in England

01255 815045
www.shhltd.co.uk

OAK PRODUCTS

TEMPORARY
ACCOMMODATION

SBH IS INDEPENDENTLY VERIFIED BY ABC

affordable self build
accomodation...
call 01507 358398
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

static caravans to suit all budgets
double glazing & central heating options
fitted kitchens and bathrooms
10 and 12ft caravans in stock
flexible buy back options
site survey available
nationwide delivery service available

www.clavellstaticcaravans.com
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ADVICE & INFORMATION

BUILDING PRODUCTS

National Self Build &
Renovation Centre (NSBRC)
0845 2234455
www.nsbrc.co.uk

Hultafors
01484 85 44 88
www.hultafors.co.uk

AIR CONDITIONING &
VENTILATION
EnviroVent
01423 810810
www.envirovent.com
Total Home Environment
0345 260 0123
www.totalhome.co.uk

BATHROOMS & SHOWERS
Grant Westfield
0131 337 6262
www.grantwestfield.co.uk

Snickers Workwear
01484 85 44 88
www.snickersworkwear.co.uk

BI-FOLDING & SLIDING DOORS
1st Folding Sliding Doors
02089 972448
www.1stslidingfoldingdoors.co.uk
Garador Ltd
01935 443 722
www.garador.co.uk
Bi-Fold Door Factory Ltd
0800 999 5575
www.bifolddoorfactory.co.uk
september/october 2017
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CHIMNEYS

GLASS & GLAZING

Flue & Ducting Ltd
0161 480 2994
www.flue-ducting.co.uk

ESG Group Ltd
01376 520061
www.esguk.co.uk

Baufritz (UK)
01223 235632
www.baufritz.co.uk

DOORS, WINDOWS &
CONSERVATORIES

Whitesales
01483 271371
www.whitesales.co.uk

Flight Homes
01787 222336
www.flighthomes.co.uk

GREEN ROOFS

Hanse Haus
0845 6589780
www.hanse-haus.co.uk

Jeld-Wen
0845 1222890
www.jeld-wen.co.uk
Kloeber UK
01487 740044
www.kloeber.co.uk
Made for Trade
0844 335 1226
www.madefortrade.co
Urban Front Ltd
01494 778 787
www.urbanfront.co.uk

FINANCE & INSURANCE
Mary Riley Custom
Build Funding
01202 673456
www.pfmassociates.co.uk
Self-Build Zone
0345 230 9874
www.selfbuildzone.com

FIRES & FIREPLACES

Wallbarn
0208 916 2222
www.wallbarn.com

HEATING & PLUMBING
Uponor
01455 550355
www.uponor.co.uk
Vaillant
0345 602 0262
www.vaillant.co.uk

HEAT PUMPS
ICE Energy
08081 452340
www.iceenergy.co.uk

INSULATION
Cellecta
08456 717174
www.cellecta.co.uk

Arada
01297 35700
www.aradastoves.com

Insulation Giant
0844 8922254
www.insulationgiant.co.uk

Capital Fireplaces
01462 813138
www.capitalfireplaces.co.uk

Superfoil Insulation
01636 639 900
www.superfoil.co.uk

Clearview Stoves
01588 650401
www.clearviewstoves.com

Thermohouse UK Ltd
0208 752 8013
www.thermohouse.co.uk

Nu-Flame
020 8254 6802
www.nu-flame.co.uk

KITCHENS & APPLIANCES

Opies
01245 468977
www.john-opie.co.uk

FLOORS & FLOOR
COVERINGS
Bona
01908 525 150
www.bona.com
The Deck Tile Co.
0845 27 00 696
www.thedecktileco.co.uk

GARAGE DOORS
Hormann (UK)
01530 513000
www.hormann.co.uk
september/october 2017

Pineland Furniture Ltd
01299 271143
www.pineland.co.uk
Poggenpohl UK
01727 738111
www.poggenpohl.com
Rangemaster
0800 8046261
www.rangemaster.co.uk

LANDSCAPING

PACKAGE BUILD

Kingspan Potton
01767 676400
www.potton.co.uk

STATIC HOMES
Sunrise Holiday Homes Ltd
01255 815045
www.shhltd.co.uk

TEMPORARY
ACCOMMODATION
Amber Leisure Clacton
01255 821190
www.amberleisure.com

TIMBER & JOINERY
Carpenter Oak
01803 732900
www.carpenteroak.com

Scandia-Hus
01342 838060
www.scandia-hus.co.uk

James Jones & Sons Ltd
01309 671 111
www.jji-joists.co.uk

PLANT, TOOLS & EQUIPMENT

Log Cabin UK
01970 832 328
www.logcabinuk.com

Brandon Hire
0870 5143391
www.brandontoolhire.co.uk

PUMPING STATIONS
J T Pumps
0844 414 5800
www.jtpumps.co.uk

RAINWATER PRODUCTS

The Oak Designs Company Ltd
01273 400411
www.oakdesigns.co.uk
Oakwrights
01432 353353
www.oakwrights.co.uk

Aluminium Roofline Products
0116 289 44 00
www.arp-ltd.com

Osmo UK
01296 481220
www.osmouk.com

Yeoman Rainguard
0113 279 5854
www.rainguard.co.uk

Radnor Oak Ltd
01544 260 727
www.radnoroak.co.uk

ROOFING & CLADDING

Silva Timber Products
01514 953111
www.silvatimber.co.uk

Hoppings Softwood Products
01992 578877
www.timber-cladding.co.uk

SEWAGE TREATMENT
We Build It
01746 781782
www.webuildit-ltd.co.uk

SOFTWARE
House Builder XL
0845 1234065
www.hbxl.co.uk

STAIRS & STAIRCASES
Complete Stair Systems Ltd
01794 522444
www.completestairsystems.co.uk

Solo Timber Frame Ltd
01892 771354
www.solotimberframe.co.uk
Taylor Lane
01432 271912
www.taylor-lane.co.uk

UNDERFLOOR HEATING
Speedheat
01908 562211
www.speedheat.co.uk
The Underfloor Heating Store
0844 800 3396

www.theunderfloorheatingstore.com

EverEdge
01453 731717
www.everedge.co.uk

MASTIC SEALANTS
Domestic Mastics
0208 7126142
www.domesticmastic.net
www.sbhonline.co.uk
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